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IV

Abstract
This thesis introduces Spatial Waveform Channels (SWCs) as a modeihng tool to derive
fundamental performance bounds for Multiple-Input Multiple-Output (MIMO) antenna
systems. In practical MIMO systems, the transmitting and receiving antennas are constrained to be within finite volumes in space and the signals received on individual
antennas become mutually correlated with increasing number of antennas. In SWCs
one assumes that volumes in space, rather than antennas, can be used as the transmitting and receiving elements. The essential idea behind this assumption is that any rate
of transmission that can be achieved by the transmitting and receiving antennas can in
theory, also be achieved by using the volumes to which the antennas are constrained.
However, if the bounds calculated using SWCs are to be useful, one needs to model the
various physical constraints imposed on a MIMO system in the corresponding SWC.
This thesis formalises the notion of an SWC and gives it an abstract mathematical definition, the structure of which enables one to impose the limitations in a MIMO system
on the corresponding SWC.
Several properties of SWCs are examined. In particular, I study the very general
concepts of degrees of freedom at level-e and essential dimension for compact operators
defined on normed spaces. The number of degrees of freedom at level-e of an SWC can
be used to determine the number of mutually uncorrelated signals in the corresponding
MIMO system that has noise in the receiver proportional to e. Essential dimension of
the channel operator determines the number of mutually uncorrelated signals present
at the receiver that is largely independent of the noise level at the receiver. Moreover,
I show that the concept of degrees of freedom can be used to generalise the notion of
singular values of compact operators. These generalised singular values are then used
to numerically compute the degrees of freedom and essential dimension for various
channels. Finally, uncertainty principles and their application in the context of SWCs
are studied.

Notation and Symbols
AWGN
ISI
MIMO
SWC

Additive White Gaussian Noise
Intersymbol interference
Multiple Input Multiple Output
Spatial Waveform Channel

Open ball of radius P centered at x in the normed space X
Closed ball of radius P centered at x in the normed space X
C
Complex numbers
C"
n-dimensional complex space
X • y
Dot product on R"
Imaginary part of a complex number
Inner
product on the space X
{x,y)x
•n •
Intersection of two sets
C")
space of equivalence classes of C" valued functions defined on T
Modulus of an element in R" or C"
Norm on the space X
pJb(-)
Probability of some event
R
Real numbers
5R{.}
Real part of a complex number
R"
n-dimensional Euclidian space
•U •
Union of two sets
X X y
Vector product on R^
Z
Integers
Non-negative integers
z+
Positive integers
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1

Background

The advent of modem cellular systems such as mobile handsets and indoor wireless local area networks has meant that telecommunication engineers are increasingly exposed
to extremely harsh environments. The classical additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN)
channel [ 1, pp. 378], with statistically independent Gaussian noise corrupting data samples is no longer adequate to model such channels. In most practical communication
systems, a signal can travel from the transmitter to the receiver over multiple paths.
Due to multi-path propagation, electromagnetic signals are subject to random fluctuations in signal amplitude, phase and/or angle of arrival. This phenomenon is known
as fading or scintillation [2]. Fading can be classified into large-scale and short-scale
fading. Large-scale fading refers to the average signal attenuation over large areas and is
affected by prominent terrain contours. The statistics of large-scale fading can be used
to estimate the mean signal attenuation as a function of distance between the transmitter and receiver. Small-scale fading refers to the rapid fluctuations in signal amplitude
and phase that can be experienced as a result of small changes (as small as half a wavelength) in the position of the transmitter and/or receiver. Small-scale fading causes timespreading of the signals and time-variance of the channel. This results in intersymbol
interference (ISI) and pulse distortion at the receiver'.
Various techniques are used to mitigate the effects of multipath propagation. These
techniques include, but are not limited to, using equalizers, diversity and channel coding^. Equalizers compensate for the ISI introduced by the multipath channel and are
generally adaptive because of the time-varying nature of the channel. One, or a combination of frequency, time, spatial or antenna polarization diversity may be used to
ensure that the depth and duration of fades experienced by the receiver is reduced. Fi'See [2] and [3, ch. 4,5
^See eg [3, ch. 7],

nally, channel coding can be used to correct some or all of the errors introduced by the
channel. Three general types of codes: block codes, convolution codes and turbo codes
are commonly used. There is a great deal of published material on the techniques that
can be used to mitigate the effects of channel fading. (See [4] for a good review of
mitigation techniques-^).
The idea that the inherent diversity in multipath environments could be exploited to
improve the performance of a communication system began to emerge in the 1990s. Initial results of Winters [6] showed the potential benefits of using multiple input multiple
output (MIMO) antenna systems in Rayleigh fading environments. Results of Teletar |7]
and Foschini et. al. [8] proved the theoretic potential of MIMO systems. If a system
has n transmitting and m receiving antennas then assuming that the transfer matrix H
has independent identically distributed entries, taken from a Gaussian distribution, Foschini et. al. [8] proved that the capacity of the channel grows linearly with min{m, n}.
Several other results have appeared in the literature with varying assumptions about
channel state information at the transmitter and receiver |9-12]. Measurements on real
systems corroborate the theoretical findings [13,14]'*.
The underlying assumption that leads to the unbounded growth in capacity with increasing number of antennas is: signals received on individual antennas are mutually
uncorrelated. However, in any practical communication system, both the transmitting
and receiving antennas are constrained to be within some finite volume in space. Therefore, as the number of antennas increase, antenna separation reduces and the channel
capacity saturates at some finite level. Several research articles address the effects of antenna separation and mutual coupling of signals on the capacity of the channel [17-24].
However these results depend on specific antenna configurations and/or scattering environments.
This motivates the following question: Is there a fundamental limit, independent of
specific antenna configurations, to the number of mutually uncorrelated signals available at the receiver?
One approach to answering the above question consists of studying continuous spatial channels, where we assume the volumes, to which the antennas are constrained, to
be the transmitting atid receiving elements. Suppose that the transmitting and receiving
antennas are constrained to be within volumes T and R respectively. We assume that
a current flows in the transmitting volume T that generates an electromagnetic field in
the receiving volume R that can be measured. I call such channels Spatial Waveform
Channels^ (SWC). We then calculate the number of linearly independent electromagnetic fields that can be measured by a physical receiver that measures the field only in
R given that the current in the transmitter is constrained in some way. The main idea
•''Also see [1,3,5].
•^There is an abundance of literature on MIMO results. See [15,16] for a review of MIMO results.
' S e e definition 2.1.
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Figure 1.1: M I M O system and S W C s

being that the n u m b e r of linearly independent electromagnetic fields in R gives an upper bound on the n u m b e r of mutually uncorrelated signals at the receiver of a M I M O
system with densely packed antennas.

The aim of the thesis is to study the properties of SWCs. In particular, I study how
the constraints imposed on a real MIMO system can be modeled in ^WCi' and how these
constraints effect the properties of SWCs.

1.2

Overview

The performance of any practical M I M O system is limited by the physical constraints
imposed on it. E x a m p l e s of this include total power available for transmission, noise
at the receiver and total volume in space that the transmitting and receiving antennas
can occupy. In this section, I will discuss how the constraints considered in this thesis
influence our model and properties of S W C s .
Referring to figure 1.1, assume that the transmitting and receiving antennas are constrained to volumes T and R, respectively. Also assume that a current, of density J is
flowing in the volume T that generates a field [E H ] in the volume R. Here E is the
electric field and H is the magnetic field. We need to impose restrictions on the volumes
T and R and also the current density J and field [E H ] in order to ensure that the physical limitations imposed on the M I M O system can be captured in the model for S W C s .

The constraints on the MIMO system that are studied in this thesis are as follows:
1. The transmitting and receiving antennas are physically constrained to be within a
finite volume in space.
2. The total power/energy available for transmission is finite.
3. Physical quantities, such as source current densities and electromagnetic fields
must be continuous functions.
4. The final physical limitation that needs to be incorporated into the model for
SWCs is more subtle. This limitation is due to the inability of any practical receiver to measure the electric field in the receiving antennas to arbitrary accuracy.
There are several reasons for this including [25]
(a) Noise in the receiver.
(b) Dynamic range of the receiver.
(c) Resolution of the receiver.
Therefore, if two electric fields differ by too little then a practical receiver in a
MIMO system will not be able to differentiate between the signals and we call
such signals physically indistinguishable. We need to model this subtle concept
of two electric fields differing by too little to complete our description of SWCs.
I give an abstract mathematical definition for an SWC in section 2.1 that enables
one to use the structure of the definition to impose the constraints discussed above. An
SWC consists of three parts, a normed space XT of possible source current d^sities^a
normed space YR of possible electromagnetic fields and a linear operator T •. XT ^ Y R
that determines the electromagnetic field for a given source current density. Each one
of these parts is used to capture different physical limitations imposed on the MIMO
system. By restricting the elements of XT and YR to satisfy certain properties, we ensure that constraints 1 and 3 are satisfied. The norm on the space XT is used to ensure
that constraint 2 is satisfied. The norm on YR is used to ascertain if two electromagnetic
fields differ by too little as required by constraint 4. This is discussed further in chapter 2. Once we have an accurate description of an SWC, we can study its properties.
In this thesis, I study three properties of SWCs: 1) Degrees of freedom at level-t, 2)
Essential Dimension, 3) Uncertainty Principles.
In MIMO systems with n transmitting and m receiving antennas, there will be
at most m i n { m , n } linearly independent signals that a receiver can measure. However, in the case of SWCs, there are infinitely many linearly independent signals in^
®Here, Z?j ^ (0) is the unit ball centered at the origin in XT-

Physically we can think of functions in

this set as those sources that use less than 1 unit of power or energy.

r f i j ^ ^ ( O ) C YR. But the finite receiver sensitivity discussed in constraint 4 above
ensures that only finitely many Hnearly independent signals can be measured by a real
receiver. The distance between any two^electromagnetic fields is quantified using the
norm on the receiver space of functions YR in the definition for SWCs. So, given some
level e, which depends on the receiver, there exists a number N and a set of N elements,
(/>!,...,
G Vfl such that all the signals that can be generated at the receiver differ by
less than e from an element in the span of
. . . , (PN}- I call such an N the number
of degrees of freedom"' of the channel at level e because a physical receiver that can
measure fields to level e can only measure N linearly independent signals. This in turn
implies that as the number of antennas n, m ^ oo, the number of linearly independent
signals for the MIMO system saturates at N .
Generally, in SWCs the number of degrees of freedom for a channel depends on the
level €. However, in several important cases [25-28] it does not change much for a large
range of values of e. This leads us to the concept of essential dimension^ of an SWC
which is the number of degrees of freedom at level e for the largest range of values of
e. This number only depends on the channel and can be used as an upper bound for the
number of mutually uncorrelated signals available at the receiver of a MIMO system
with densely packed antennas, largely independent of the receiver sensitivity.
Finally, I study Uncertainty Principles for SWCs. The classical uncertainty principle
constrains the amount of energy a function can simultaneously have in the frequency
and time domains [29,30]. We can develop a similar principle for SWCs which tries to
answer the question: what is the maximal fraction of the total radiated energy/power
that can be concentrated in the receiver? We can therefore find a bound on the best
connected mode in a MIMO system modeled by the corresponding SWC.

1.3

Summary of results

This thesis is divided into six chapters. Chapter 1 provides an overview of the subject
matter studied. In the following section of this chapter, I review some of the previous
results from the literature that are relevant to degrees of freedom in SWCs. In chapter 2
I discuss SWCs, explaining how the total radiated power/energy and received energy
can be used to define norms on the space of transmitting and receiving functions in
SWCs. In chapter 3 I show how one might define the very general concepts of degrees
of freedom and essential dimension for compact operators on normed spaces and also
develop sufficient machinery to compute the degrees of freedom and essential dimension
for such operators. In chapter 4 I develop numerical techniques for the computation of
generalised singular values of compact operators on normed spaces and show the results
of numerical simulations. In chapter 5 I review the classical uncertainty principle and
^See definition 3.2.
^See definitions 3.4 and 3.5

discuss two novel principles that are more general and also give a physical interpretation
in terms of SWCs for the principles. Concluding remarks are given in chapter 6.
The principal results contained in chapters 2 to 5 are summarised below.
Chapter 2: In this chapter I give a novel definition 2.1 for SWCs that is sufficiently
general to encompass most^ of the cases reviewed in section 1.4. I also prove that the
total energy/power radiated and lost by a current in the transmitting volume Tdefines
a norm on the vector space of all possible current densities in sections 2.3 and 2.4.
Similarly, I prove that the energy stored in the electromagnetic field in the receiving
volume R defines a norm on the space of all electromagnetic fields in the receiver. The
definition of an SWC is such that all the constraints imposed on a MIMO system can be
incorporated into it through the norms defined by the energy/power. I also prove several
theorems in sections 2.3 and 2.4 which establish some useful properties of the space of
transmitter and receiver functions.
Chapter 3: The concepts of degrees of freedom and essential dimensionality are very
general and can be used for compact operators defined on arbitrary normed spaces. In
this chapter I prove in theorem 3.1 that it makes sense to talk about degrees of freedom
at level-e for a compact operator defined on a normed space. I then use this theorem to
give a novel definition for the number of degrees of freedom at level-e for a compact
operator (see definition 3.2). I prove some of the simple properties of degrees of freedom
in theorem 3.2 which are useful in their own right and are also helpful in proving other
theorems in later chapters.
The definition for degrees of freedom is a descriptive one and does not lend itself
to numerical evaluation for specific channels. I therefore give a novel definition 3.3 for
generalised singular values and prove in theorem 3.5 that they are generalisations of the
commonly accepted notion of singular values of compact operators defined on Hilbert
spaces. The advantage of defining generalised singular values is that the number of
degrees of freedom of a compact operator can be characterised in terms of its singular values and this characterisation lends itself to numerical computation of degrees of
freedom.
Finally, I give a novel definitions for essential dimension (3.4) and essential dimension of order-n (3.5) of a compact operator defined on a normed space. I argue that the
essential dimension of an operator is different from degrees of freedom at level-e in the
sense that it is independent of the arbitrarily chosen constant e and only depends on the
operator itself. It gives a bound on the number of mutually uncorrelated signals at the
receiver of a MIMO system that is largely independent of the noise at the receiver.
Chapter 4: In some cases, it is possible to write the operator in an SWC as an integral
operator (see eg. [26]). Though, it may be difficult to analytically calculate the singular
values of the integral operator, it is sometimes possible to calculate the singular values
of another integral operator that closely approximates the original operator. I demon' T h e only exception is the work of Kennedy et. al. [31 ] which studies a different geometric model.

strate in this chapter that perturbation techniques can be used to show that the singular
values of the approximate operator approach those of the original operator as the approximation gets better. I use these ideas to analytically calculate the singular values
of the operator that describes communication using scalar waves between rectangular
prisms [26], The application of perturbation theory to the calculation of singular values
of SWCs is novel.
For most situations however, analytical techniques are inadequate and I develop an
important numerical technique for the computation of generalised singular values. This
technique is very similar to Galerkin's method for the computation of singular values of
Hilbert space operators (see eg. [32]). I prove in theorem 4.1 that if a compact operator
is defined on a normed space that has a complete Schauder basis then one can use calculations on finite dimensional spaces to find approximations for the generalised singular
values of the operator that are also lower bounds for the gereralised singular values. This
theorem is useful because it gives a simple practical method of approximately computing the degrees of freedom. I also show results of numerical computations for several
specific channels.
Chapter 5: In this chapter I review the classical uncertainty principle and use it to motivate theorem 5.7 which is a generalisation of the classical principle to arbitrary bounded
operators defined on Hilbert spaces. I also give a physical interpretation of the general uncertainty principle for SWCs. I prove a second general uncertainty principle in
theorem 5.9 that is particularly pertinent to SWCs.

1.4

Review of previous results from the literature

In this section I briefly review some of the previous results from the literature for degrees of freedom of spatial waveform c h a n n e l s O n e of the first papers that talks about
the number of degrees of freedom of an electromagnetic field is Bucci et. al. [25,33].
Bucci et. al. [33] assume that the sources and scatterers are confined to a sphere of
finite radius a and evaluate the number of degrees of freedom of an electric field generated by the source and induced current on some observation curve C. As explained
in section 2.5, the channel studied by Bucci et. al. [25,33] can be written as an SWC.
Bucci et. al. [25] show that the number of degrees of freedom at level-e is equal to the
number of singular values of the channel operator that are greater than e. However, because the singular values of the channel operator show a step like behavior, for a large
range of values of e the number of degrees of freedom of the channel is independent of
the exact value of e chosen. As explained in section 3.4 my novel definition for essential
dimension given in section 3.3 can be used to quantify the level-e at which the singular
values of T change most rapidly and can therefore be used to uniquely identify the step
10

A review of previous results for uncertainty principles can be found in section 5.1.

in the singular values. Moreover, their definition of degrees of freedom is a special case
of my definition of degrees of freedom given in section 3.2.
The work of Bucci et. al. [25] is similar to that of Miller [26] where scalar waves
are studied. The main assumption in Miller [26] is that the transmitter is constrained
to be in a volume y C R^ and the receiver is constrained to a volume VK C M^.
As shown in example 2.1, the channel studied by Miller can be written as an SWC.
Miller [26] evaluates the number of modes of communication that are possible between
the volumes V and W using scalar waves. Miller [26] explains how the number of
modes of communication is equal to the number of significant singular values of the
channel operator. Piestun and Miller [34] similarly analyse the case for vector waves
and use a similar definition for the number of modes of communication. As explained
in section 3.4, if we assume that a singular value of the channel operator is significant if
it is greater than some constant e, then the number of modes of communication is equal
to the number of degrees of freedom at level-e.
Miller [26] also analytically evaluates the singular values of the channel if the volumes V and W are rectangular prisms that are aligned along one of the Cartesian coordinate axis. Miller [26] uses the paraxial approximation of the channel's Green's function
to calculate the singular values. I use perturbation theory to find bounds on the approximation error as explained in section 4.1. Miller shows that if V and W are rectangular
prisms, then the singular values of the channel operator show a step like behavior and
claims that the number of modes of communication is essentially independent of how
one defines a singular value to be significant. As explained in section 3.4, the definition of essential dimension given in section 3.3 can be used to calculate the number of
modes of communication if the singular values of the channel operator show a step like
behavior.
Hanlen et. al. build on the results of Miller [26] for scalar waves to include the
effect of scatterers [35,36]. They assume that reflective scatterers are present and evaluate a new Green's function to account for the scatterers. Then the singular values of
the channel operator are calculated numerically. Simulations are used to calculate the
singular values for different scatterer positions. Xu et. al. [37] build on the results of
Piestun et. al. [34] for vector waves to include the effect of scatterers. They numerically
evaluate the Green's function for vector waves in the presence of reflective scatterers in
two dimensions using the finite moments method (FMM). Xu et. al. [37] then numerically calculate the singular values of the operator defined using the Green's function. As
explained in section 2.5, the channels studied by Xu et. al. [37] and Hanlen et. al. [36]
can be written as SWCs. Xu et. al. [37] give a novel definition for the number of degrees
of freedom for the channel in terms of the singular value of the channel operator, the
power available for transmission and noise in the receiver. As explained in section 3.4
their definition is equivalent to a special case of my definition of degrees of freedom at
level-e. Simulation results in both [36] and [37] indicate that the singular values of the

channel operator decrease gradually with no sudden knee like behavior.
This is quite unlike the behavior predicted by Poon et. al. [28] who consider communication between finite volume transmitters and receivers in the presence of scatterers.
But, instead of considering individual scatterers, they consider a cluster of scatterers
that are constrained to be within some finite volume. Poon et. al. [28] use a heuristic
argument to show that the singular values (T„ of the channel operator show a step like
behavior with eigenvalues close to 1 forn < Ndof and close to 0 otherwise. Here Ndof
depends on the channel operator and the finite transmitting and receiving volumes. As
explained in section 3.4, my definition of essential dimension can be used to uniquely
identify Noo/. It should be noted that this step like behavior is observed in most analytical calculations of singular values where some assumptions are made regarding the
scatterer and/or antenna configurations (e.g. cluster of scatterers within a finite volume). In contrast, if numerical simulations are used to calculate the singular values of
channels, wherein the scatterers are placed at random locations, the singular values do
not generally show a step-like behavior". My numerical simulations show no step-like
behavior for singular values (Note that the physical model I simulated is considerably
different from that of Poon et. al. [281. Therefore one cannot directly compare these
results.)
A step like behavior of eigenvalues is also found in [31,38,39]. The approach of
Kennedy et. al. [31 ] is substantially different from those discussed earlier in this section
wherein the transmitting volume was assumed to be constrained. Kennedy et. al. [31 ]
consider the possible wavefields within a volume constrained to a radius R provided all
sources are in the far field (outside a ball of radius Rs). The channel model used in
these papers is considerably different from that considered in this thesis. The physical
interpretation of these channels is discussed further in section 3.4. Kennedy et. al. [31 ]
use the error in approximating the field in the receiving volume by a finite dimensional
set of functions to evaluate the degrees of freedom of the wavefields in the receiving
volume. A similar approach can also be found in Dickins et. al. [40]. However, as
explained in section 3.4, these definitions cannot be directly compared with degrees of
freedom at level-e or with essential dimension of the channel.
Newsam and Barakat [41 ] approach the problem of finding the degrees of freedom of
an operator differently. The primary interest of [41 ] is in the inverse problem: Suppose
g(t) = Jk{s- t)f{t)dt. Here git),f{t) e ^^(M^c). Then given g can we determine
/ ? As explained in section 3.4 their definition is equivalent to a special case of the
definition of degrees of freedom at level-e.
All the channels discussed so far in this section constrain the total current in the
transmitting volume in some sense. Jensen and Wallace [42,43] also study communication between finite transmitting and receiving volumes using electromagnetic waves.
They assume that the source current is constrained to be within a finite volume T and
" c . f . simulation results in [34,36,37]

impose a restriction on the total power available for transmission. Wallace et. al. [43]
claim that if only the total power radiated is bounded then there are infinitely many
channels available between the transmitting and receiving volumes. They further claim
that if the super- directivity ratio is also bounded for a source current then only finitely
many channels transfer sufficient power from the transmitter to the receiver. No proofs
are provided for these claims in [42,43]. Further, unlike the SWCs described in chapter 2, Wallace et. al. [43] do not constrain the total power lost as heat in the transmitting
volume.

10

Chapter 2
Spatial Waveform Channels
As explained in the previous chapter, SWCs may be used to find bounds on the performance of MIMO systems with an arbitrarily large number of transmitting and/or receiving antennas that are constrained to a finite volume. A M I M O system's performance
is limited by several constraints imposed on it. So, in order to obtain useful bounds on
M I M O systems one needs to model the constraints imposed on it in the corresponding
SWC. The approach taken in this thesis to achieve the above is to give a definition for
SWCs that enables one to impose the required constraints by using the structure of the
definition. This definition, given in the following section is novel and is sufficiently
general to encompass most' of the cases discussed in section 1.4.
There are two distinct cases considered here. Firstly, we assume that the underlying
MIMO system, which is constrained to be within some finite volume, can only radiate
for a finite duration of time. In this case we also assume that a finite amount of energy is
available for transmission. I refer to this case as the finite energy case. Any real M I M O
system is subject to the above restriction and this is the most important case considered
here. In the second case I assume that the M I M O system can radiate energy for all time
t G (—00,00). In this case I assume that the total power available for transmission is
finite. I refer to this case as the finite power case. In both the finite energy and finite
power cases I assume a monochromatic time dependence of
Here, u is the angular
frequency of oscillation.
Finite energy case: The important constraints considered in this thesis and the approach taken to model them in SWCs is as follows:
I. Constraint: The transmitting and receiving antennas are physically constrained
to be within a finite volume in space.
'The only exception being that studied by Kennedy et. al. [31 ] where the physical situation considered
is much different.

II

Approach taken to model the constraint: This constraint can easily be incorporated into the SWC model by requiring that the transmitting volume T and
receiving volume R be compact subsets of K^. I then impose the restriction that
the source current density must be zero outside T and the electromagnetic field
can only be measured within the volume R.
2. Constraint: The total energy available for transmission is finite.
Approach taken to model the constraint: Suppose XT is the space of Lebesgue
measurable C^-valued functions defined on T that are square integrable. It turns
out^ that the total energy requirec^to set up a current density 3 E XT IN T defines
a semi-norm p x r i ' ) on XT- Let XT be the set of equivalence classes of functions
in XT such that if x G X t and if x j , a;2 G x then
- X2) ^ 0. The seminorm px-j. induces a norm || •
on the space XT- I assume that the source
current density is modeled by an equivalence class of functions which have norm
less than the energy available for transmission.
Now, suppose that YR is the space of Lebesgue measurable C®-valued functions
defined on R that are square integrable. The total energy stored in the electromagnetic field within volume R defines a semi-norm PYR{-) on the space YR. Let
YR be the space of equivalence classes of functions similar to the source current
density case above and let || •
be the norm induced by the semi-norm py^ on
this space. I assume that the electromagnetic field is modeled by an element of
the space YR with a finite norm.
3. Constraint: Physical quantities, such as source current densities and electromagnetic fields must be continuous functions.
Approach taken to model this constraint: An indirect approach is taken to
model this constraint. Obviously, the current density on the antenna cannot be
an equivalence class^of square integrable functions, ttowever, as shown in section 2.3, for all x e X ^ a n d e > 0, there exists an x^ G XT such that Hx-XeH ^^ <
e and at least one member of the equivalence class x^ is a continuous^unction.
Physically, we can interpret this statement as follows: for any given J G XT,
there is a current density J that is continuous and the electromagnetic field generated by J is approximately equal to the field generated by J . We can similarly
interpret the elements of YR as electromagnetic fields.
4. Constraint: Receiver sensitivity cannot be arbitrarily high.
Approach taken to model this constraint: This constraint is not directly modeled in the definition of SWCs. However, the definition gives enough structure to
an SWC, so that this structure can be used in studying the properties of SWCs that
^See section 2.3.
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depend on the sensitivity of the receiver. At any instant in time, the energy radiated by the transmitter is stored in the electromagnetic field. For the receiver to be
able to measure the field, the energy stored in the field in volume R cannot be too
small. As explained earlier, the energy stored in the received field induces a norm
on the space Y r . So, for a receiver with finite sensitivity to be able to measure
the electromagnetic field we assume that only those fields with norm greater than
some small positive constant e are measurable. A sirnple way of incorporating
this idea is to say that two signals [Ei Hi], [E2 H2] G YR are physically indistinguishable at some level e > 0 if the energy of the field [E H] = [E2 H2] - [Ei H i ]
is less than e. Or equivalently, if ||[E H]||y^ < e. This concept is not novel and
has been used for instance in Bucci et. al. [251 and Landau et. al. [27],
Finite power case: The finite power case is very similar to the finite energy case. Now
the space XT consists of equivalence classes of C^-valued functions defined on some
compact set T. Agmn, it can be shown that the total power lost and radiated defines a
norm on the space XT- One significant difference is that we can now look at the power
received by a volume R c M.^ or the energy stored in the electromagnetic field in the
volume i? c M^. If we assume that the receiving volume consists of empty space then
the total power received would be zero. If on the other hand we assume that it consists of
a conductor with finite resistance then it would be difficult to determine the total power
received by it. So I use the total energy stored in the receiving volume to determine the
number of degrees of freedom of the channel.
The above discussion motivates the definition of an SWC given in the following
section. In sections 2.3 and 2.4, I show how the energy/power can be used to define
norms on the space of current densities and electromagnetic fields.

2.1

Definition of Spatial Waveform Channels

At the beginning of this chapter, I explained that one could use the energy/power to
define a norm on the space of source current densities. However, in defining an SWC
channel, I allow any physical constraint to be used to define a norm on the space of
source current densities. This ensures that an SWC is sufficiently general to accommodate several models used in the literature.
Let T C M" be compact and Lebesgue measurable and let J^x be some linear vector
space of C " valued functions defined on T. Here, m G Z+. For instance, J V can be
the space of all Lebesgue measurable, square integrable functions defined on T. Now
suppose that p^r • ^ t —> [0,00] is some semi-norm defined on the space Tt- Then we
can define an equivalence relation ~ on J^t as f ^ gif f,g e J^t and
- g) — 0.
It follows from the definition of a semi-norm that this is in fact an equivalence relation.
Let ^ T be the set of all equivalence classes in J^t- Then, pj:^ induces a norm on the
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elements o f Tt

as follows

Here / G J^r is an equivalence class of functions in Tt

and / G

is some member

of the equivalence class /. From the definition o f the equivalence classes it is apparent
that the above norm is well defined. Note that if the semi-norm pj:^ is in fact a norm on
the space Tt

then Tt

is isomorphic to Tt-

Definition 2.1. A spatial waveform channel (SWC) consists of a triple
Here, T C M" and R <Z W are compact and Lebesgue
normed space of equivalence
II •

Also, Tt is a

classes of C^-valued functions defined on T with norm

and similarly Tr is a normed space of equivalence

defined on R with norm || •
Tr is a bounded linear

measurable^.

{Tt,Tr,T).

P

classes of C-valued

functions

positive integers. Further, V •. Tt

operator.

In the following example I will show how the special case of communication using
scalar waves between finite volumes can be written as an S W C . This channel was studied by Miller [26]. This example also demonstrates how a general channel, that does
not necessarily constrain the total power/energy used, can be written as an S W C .

Example 2.1. Consider communication
ume T C M^ and a receiving volume R
that Tr\R — ^. Suppose that Tt and Tr
measurable, square integrable functions
define semi-norms on these spaces as
P^ri-)
P^ni-)

=
=

L

using scalar waves between a transmitting volCM.^ which are compact and measurable such
are the spaces of all complex valued, Lebesgue
defined on T and R, respectively. Then we can

1/2

1/2

\lv

Therefore, we have Tt = C?{T, C) and Tr = C^iR, C).
Now suppose that there are sources iIj G
C) in the transmitting volume T that
generate waves 0 ( r ) according to the scalar Helmholtz equation
VV(r) +

= - i P i r ) Vr G M l

Here k is the wave number Then it can be shown (see eg. [26]) that for allr

£ R

^We can think of T and R as subsets of K^ to which the transmitting and receiving antennas are
constrained.
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^

Here,
^

'

47r|r-r'|

We can now define an operator F :
C) ^ C^^R, C) as ip
(p. It is obvious
that r is a linear map. To prove that it is bounded, note that because T and R are
compact and have empty intersection, there exists an r > 0 such that for allr G R and
r' G T, r < |r - r'|. Therefore | G ( r , r ' ) | is bounded for r G i ? , r ' G T. Suppose b is
some upper bound for | G(r, r') | for allr eT and r' G R. Then
M w )

=

[ m f d r
Jr

<

b^ [ [
Jr JT

mr')\^dr'd

Here, fi{R), the volume of R is finite because R is compact. This proves that F is
bounded. Therefore {C^iT,
C), F) is an SWC. It describes
communication
through free space between a finite volume transmitter and a finite volume receiver
using scalar waves.
In the following section I will describe how one can calculate the total energy/power
radiated by a given source current density. This radiated energy/power is then used to
define semi-norms on the spaces of transmitter and receiver functions.

2.2

Energy and Power for Electromagnetic Waves

Suppose T is a compact subset of M^ and let J{x,t), with x G T and i G ( - 0 0 , 0 0 ) , be
the source current density that generates an electric field E ( x , t) and a magnetic field
H ( x , t) defined for all x G R^ and i G ( - 0 0 , 0 0 ) .
Let us now consider the finite energy and finite power cases separately. In the finite
power case we assume a monochromatic time-dependence. That is, we assume that the
source current density is of the form
J ( r , t) =

Vi G ( - 0 0 , 00).

Here 3?{ } denotes the real part of a complex number and J ' : T ^ C^. Because
Maxwell's equations are linear and time-invariant, the electric and magnetic fields are
of the form
E(r,^)

=

G (-oo,oo)and

H(r,i)

=

(-00,00),
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with E ' , H ' : M^ ^ C ^
Now suppose that Q is some smooth surface the interior of which contains T. Then
the time-averaged, total power radiated by the current of density
can be
calculated using Poynting's theorem [44, section 6.9]:
Frad(J')

= l f 5?{(E'(r) X H'*(r)) • n}da.
^ Jo.

(2.1)

Here, • x • denotes the vector-product in E^ and da is the surface area element. Note
that the energy stored in the near-field of the transmitting volume does not contribute to
the above integral. Therefore, this stored energy plays no part in calculating the norm
on the space of transmitter functions. Also, I define the time-averaged power lost (as
heat) in the transmitting volume to be
PioM')^\Riossl^\3'{r)\'dr.

(2.2)

This definition is motivated by the analogous definition for power lost in radiating antenna. So the total power, lost as heat is proportional to the square of the current and
a loss resistance Rioss- The loss resistance is a constant that depends on the material
used to construct the antenna and the antenna configuration. We study the behavior of
an SWC for varying loss resistances.
Let i? c
be some compact three dimensional receiving volume. Then the timeaveraged power entering the volume R is given by
i^rec(J') = - l [ 5R{(E'(r) X H'*(r)) • n}da.
^ JdR

(2.3)

Here, dR is the boundary of R, n is the unit normal vector to the surface pointing
outwards and da is the surface area element. We get the negative sign because we use
the convention that n is pointing out from the surface. If we assume that i? n T = 0,
then the time-averaged power received by the receiving volume is in fact zero because
we assume a monochromatic time-dependance. However, in a real antenna system, due
to the presence of conductors that have finite conductivity in the receiving volume, some
of the incident electromagnetic power is absorbed by the receiver. So, we can calculate
the time-averaged incident power on the receiving volume R as follows:
F^„e(J') = - I

[ min{$R{(E'(r) x H'*(r)) • n},0}da.
^ JdR

(2.4)

We assume that the power received by the receiving volume is equal to RradPind^')Here, Rrad's the radiation resistance of the receiving antenna. This approach is however
not ideal because the radiation resistance of an antenna system depends on the antenna
configuration. I therefore do not take this approach in this thesis.
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Instead, we look at the energy stored in the electromagnetic field within the receiving
volume R. At any instant in time the total power radiated by the current density J ( x , t)
is stored in the electromagnetic field throughout M^. The time-averaged energy stored
in the field within the volume R is [44, section 6.7]
^.ec(J') = ] [ eo|E'(r)|2 + - | H ' ( r ) | 2 d r .
4 Jr

(2.5)

Here, eo and //q are the permittivity and permeability of free space. The motivation behind using this energy is that it simplifies calculations considerably. We do not specifically calculate the total energy re-radiated from the receiver. We assume that the total
energy lost as heat and also lost due to re-radiation is proportional to the incident energy. We absorb this constant of proportionality into Rioss the loss resistance of the
transmitting antenna and therefore do not need to state it explicitly.
Now consider the finite energy case wherein we assume that the transmitting volume
has current flowing in it only during a finite time interval

I again assume a

monochromatic time-dependance for the source current density, i.e.

Here,
'1
1 0

0<t<ti
otherwise

Note that because of the indicator function ^(j, we cannot assume that the electric and
magnetic fields are monochromatic.
In this case we need to calculate the total energy radiated by the volume T during
the time interval [0, ii]. One needs to be careful in calculating this total radiated energy,
because the electromagnetic field is not well defined in the transmitting volume T . I
assume that the total radiated energy is the energy that is stored in the field outside a
closed surface Q the interior of which contains T . By making the surface Q, arbitrarily
close to the volume T, we can ensure that the total radiated energy is very close to the
actual radiated energy. This is not a problem when modeling a real antenna system
because it would have finite conductivity and therefore the energy stored in the field in
the small volume f2j„t \ T will be very small and goes to zero as fi gets closer to the
volume T . Here, Qmt is the interior of the closed surface Q.
In this case we can write the total energy radiated by the transmitting volume as
[Eradimti)=

[
eo|E(r,<i)|' + - | H ( r , i i ) p c f r
Jitext
t^O

(2.6)

where flgxt's the exterior of the surface Q.. Again, I define the total energy lost (as heat)
to be
[Eiost{J')]{ti) = Rioss r
Jo

[ \Hr,t)fdrdt.
JT
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(2.7)

Finally, if i? C M^ is some compact receiving volume, then the total energy stored in
this volume at time instant ti is given by
[ E r e c { y m ) = f eo|E(r,ii)r + - | H ( r , i i ) p r f r
Jr
/^o

(2.8)

Note that for the remainder of this document I will refer to both J ( r , t ) and J ' ( r ) as
the source current density in both the finite energy and finite power cases. The reader
should interpret the current density J ' ( r ) to be
in the finite energy
case and
in the finite power case.

2.3

Finite Energy Case

In this section I will describe how a MIMO system with antennas that are constrained to
finite volumes and radiate for a finite time duration can be modeled as an SWC. I assume
that the transmitting antennas have a finite amount of energy available for transmission
and that the energy is radiated in the form of electromagnetic fields and lost as heat in
the transmitting volume.
Suppose T C M^ is a compact set and 0 < ^o < oo is some instant in time and the
antennas are constrained to volume T and can only radiate energy during the interval
[0, io]- Let
C®) be the space of equivalence classes of C^-valued functions defined
on T with finite L^ norm. In this section, I will define a different norm on this space of
functions that depends on the total energy lost and radiated.
Also suppose J G C^iT, C^) is some function, such that
r G T,
t e (-00,00) is the current density. Then we can calculate the total energy radiated
[£;ra<i(J)](io) from equation (2.6) and the total energy lost as heat, [-E(ost(J)](io) from
equation (2.7).
Theorem 2,1. Let T C M^foesome compact set and let to < 00 be some instant in time
and let ft be a closed surface the interior of which contains T. Then we can define an
inner product on C^iT, C^) as follows. For all Ji, J2 e
C^),
=/i+/2
h =
/2 = eo
Here,fori

= 1,2,

where
and

+

(2.9)

generates the electric field Ei{r,t) and magnetic field lli{Y,t)

Proof Let x , y , z G
G C and let
and
be the
corresponding electric and magnetic fields generated by x, y, z. From the linearity of
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Maxwell's equations, we know that the electric and magnetic fields generated by x + y
are E^^; + Ey and H^, + Hy. Therefore, we get the following after some simple algebraic
manipulations

It is easy to show that (x, y )

^ is the complex conjugate of (y, x ) ^

. Finally, note

that if Ji = J2 then I2 is always non-negative and Ii is proportional to the L^ norm.
Therefore, (Jj,

is always non-negative and if it is zero, then Ji must be the

equivalence class of functions that are zero almost everywhere.
Consequently, (•, •)xT,to is an inner product on
C^).

•

Let II • II jf^ ^ denote the norm induced by this inner product and let XT,to denote the
subset of

functions with finite || •

norm"*. From the definition of the

inner product in equation (2.9),
we can tell that the norm on XT,to
equal to the total
energy lost and radiated by the source current of density J.
Similarly, if
c M^ is compact, then we can define an inner product on the space
C®), that gives the total energy stored in the field in volume R. The inner product
is
([El Hi], [E2
It is trivial to show that (•,

-

[ eoEt(r)E2(r) + ~Hl{r)H2{r)dr.
JR
is an inner product. Let || •

(2.10)

be the norm induced by

this inner product and let Yr denote the set of functions whose || •
norm is finite. The
following theorem shows that the case of communication using electromagnetic waves,
with an energy constraint on the transmitter can be written as an SWC.
Theorem 2.2. Let, Xr^to and Yn be as described above. Then, the operator T : Xj-,to
Yr whichjnaps any current density in Xr^to ^^ the corresponding electric and magnetic
fields in Yr at time to is linear and bounded.
Proof. Because each current density in the space J G Xr^to generates a unique field
in R, there exists an operator F that maps J to some field [E H]. The linearity of
the operator F follows from the linearity of Maxwell's equations. To show that F is
bounded, note that ifthe total energy radiated is bounded (i.e. if
<b < cx))then
the energy stored within volume R is less than the same bound (i.e. ||[E H]||y^ < h).
Therefore F is bounded and ||F|| < L
•
^It will be shown in theorem 2.3 that ail elements of
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C^) are also elements of Xt to-

Therefore the triple (Xj-.to, Yr, T) is a spatial waveform channel. The electromagnetic field for a given current density depends on the position of the scatterers. Therefore, the operator T, in the above theorem depends on the position of the scatterers. Note
that it is not important to have a closed form description of the operator F. One only
needs to calculate the electromagnetic field for a given source current density in order
to study the properties of the SWC. This calculation is done numerically in section 4.3.
Finally note that if
n T = 0 then the operator F is compact. This is a direct
consequence of the following theorem.
Theorem 2.3. Let T be a compact set and let Xr^to be the normed space
above. Ifx

G

described

then x G Xr.to- Moreover, ( / x G ^^(T.C^) and { x i , X 2 , . . . }

is a sequence in

C^), then

lim | | x „ - x | U

n—»oo

lim ||x„ - xH^sf^c^i = 0-

^T,to

Proof. Let x G

n—>00

VJ

C^). Then to prove that x G

;

we need to show that ||x||

is finite. But,

Then as shown in appendix A.2, there exists a constant b < 00 such that
[Erad{^)]{to)

<

Therefore,
<00

< {Rioss +

(2.11)

and X G Xr^toNow suppose {xj},"^! is a sequence in

Then it is also a sequence in

Xr^to- Also, suppose that limi^oo ||x - Xi||£2(j._c3) = 0 and let 5 > 0 be given. Then
there exists an N such that for all n > N,
||x„ - x||£2(r,C3) <

S

•
0 + moss

Therefore, from equation (2.11) we know that for all n > N,
l|x„ — x||
V
ll-'fr.fo

II "

< S.

-

Hence, limj_^oo l|x - x^ 11 ^

=0.

The converse statement follows very easily from,
||x|U™ < ^ l l x b ^
•f'/oss
'"

(2.12)

•
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The above theorem is very useful because it shows that the || • Wx^.,^ no™ induces
the same topology on the space
C^) as || • ||£2(r,c3) norm. This is useful because it
allows us to use several well established properties of
C^). The following corollaries are simple consequences of the above theorem.
Corollary 2.3.1. Let T be some compact set and let XT,to be as described above. Then
the space of C^-valued continuous functions defined on T is dense in Xr^taProof This statement follows form theorem 2.3 and the fact that C^-valued continuous
functions defined on T are dense in
C^).
•
Corollary 2.3.2. Let T be some compact set and let Xr^to be as described above. If
{x;
is a complete Schauder basis for C? (T, C^) then it is a complete Schauder basis
for Xr^toCorollary 2.3.3. Let Xf^to' ^R
r is compact.

T be as described in theorem 2.2. Then, the operator

Proof The integral kernel that describes the operator T is continuous onT x R. Therefore the operator is compact if it is defined on
C^). Hence the operator F is
compact from theorem 2.2.
•
The first corollary above is used to ensure that constraint 3 specified in the intrc^duction to this chapter is satisfied. Because the set of continuous functions is dense in XT,to'
for any J G Xr^to and any J > 0, there exists a J i G XT,to such that ||J J < 5
and a continuous function is a member of the equivalence class J i . The second corollary is useful in the numerical computation of degrees of freedom. As explained in the
following two chapters, the existence of a complete Schauder basis is essential for the
numerical computation of degrees of freedom. Because there are several well known
Schauder bases for C^iT, C^), the corollary ensures that we have an adequate supply of
Schauder bases for Xr^to-

2.4

Finite Power Case

The finite power case is almost identical to the finite energy case. The only difference
is that the total lost and radiated power is used to define a norm on the space of source
current densities. The proofs of the following theorems are almost identical to the finite
energy case and are omitted here.
Suppose J G
is some function, such that
r e T, t e R
is the current density. Then we can calculate the total energy radiated Prad{J) from
equation (2.1) and the total energy lost as heat, Piossi^) from equation (2.2).
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Theorem 2.4. Let T D
be some compact set.
as follows. For all

Then we can define a norm on

Here, Pioss and Prad are as defined in equations (2.1) and (2.2) respectively.
The major difference between the finite energy case and the finite power case is that
there is no obvious way of defining an inner product on the space of source functions
XT in the finite power case. This is because the radiated power in equation (2.1) is
determined using a vector product and not a scalar product. Therefore the space of
source current densities is not an inner product space. In the following section I develop a novel theory to cope with compact operators on normed spaces without an inner
product structure.
_
Now, let R be some compact subset of R^. Then the space of receiver functions YR
is similar to the space of receiver functions in the finite energy case. Instead of using
the energy stored in the receiving volume R at time instant to, we use the time-averaged
energy stored in the receiving volume as defined in equation (2.5) to induce a norm on
the space YR. We can again prove the following theorem which shows that the finite
power case can be written as an SWC.
Theorem 2.5. Let XT and YR be as described above. Then, the operator F : XT
YR
which maps any current density in XT to the corresponding electric and magnetic fields
in YR is linear and bounded.
We can also prove the following theorem and corollaries, but the proofs are omitted
here because they are identical to the finite energy case.
Theorem 2.6. Let T be a compact set and let XT be the normed space described above.
I f x e
then x G XT- Moreover, i f y . e
and { x i , x 2 , . . . } is a
sequence in
C^), then
lim ||x„ — x | U

= 0

lim ||x„ — x|L2(7-c3^ = 0.

Corollary 2.6.1. Let T be some compact set and let XT be as described above. Then
the space ofC^ valued continuous functions defined on T is dense in XTCorollary 2.6.2. Let T be some compact set and let XT be as described above. IfXi is
a Schauder basis for
C^) then it is a Schauder basis for XT.
Corollary 2.6.3. Let XT, YR and F be as described in theorem 2.5. Then, the operator
r is compact.
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2.5

Discussion

The abstract concept of an SWC was introduced in definition 2.1. In this section I
explain how the channels discussed in several papers can be written as SWCs.
As discussed in section 1.4, Bucci et. al. [25,33] study the degrees of freedom of
electromagnetic fields. Suppose that all sources and scatterers are restricted to be within
a sphere B cM.^ of radius a and the field is measured over an observation curve C C M^
of arc length 2S. Suppose that J ( r ' ) , r ' G B gives the total current density of the sources
and that induced on the scatterers. The total current (source and induced) density is
assumed to be constrained so that
[ |J(r') | W < / a .
Jb

(2.13)

where I is some positive constant. Then the electric field at a point r is given by
E(r)=

[ J(r')G(r,r')dr'
Jb

Vr G C.

(2.14)

Here, the dyadic Green's function [25]
G ( r , r ' ) = - i ^ exp[i/?(r - /?)]N(/?),
N(/?) = I +

(2.15)
(2.16)

with, r e C, r ' e fi and R = | r - r ' | . Also, oj is the angular frequency of the electromagnetic wave, (3 is the wave number and //q is the permeability of free space. One can now
define the operator T : J ^ E. Therefore,
C H C , C 3 ) , r ) is the SWC
studied in [33]. There is a subtle difference between the physical situation modeled by
this channel and the corresponding SWC. In an SWC, we assume that any source current density in the transmitter space of functions, the norm of which is less than some
pre-specified bound, can be generated on a real antenna. However, Bucci et. al. [25]
assume that the scatterers and sources are within the volume Ba R3(0). Therefore, only
certain source/induced current densities are possible that depend on the scatterer distribution within this volun^. However, in all subsequent analysis in [25,33] it is assumed
that any element of
jj3(o), c ^ ) that satisfies the constraint in equation (2.13) can
be a source/induced current density. So, we can assume that the channel used in [25,33]
can be written as an SWC.
The work of Bucci et. al. [25] is similar to that of Miller [26] where scalar waves are
studied. Miller [26] analyses communication between volumes using scalar waves. The
main assumption in Miller [26] is that the transmitter is constrained to be in a volume
1/ C M^ and the receiver is constrained to a volume H/ c
We can assume that V and
W are compact. Miller [26] assumes that the transmitter wave function ip e C^iV, C)
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generates a wave function Tip G
(r^)(y)=

/ G(x,y)V'(x)dx
Jv

C) according to
Vy e VK.

Here, the operator T : C^iV, C) ^
G(x,y) =

C) and [26]

e x p { i A : | x - y + e3ro|}
47r|x - y + Carol

Here x € V, y €
TQ G R is the distance between the centers of the transmitter and
receiver and 63 is a unit vector in the direction of the vector connecting these centers. It
was shown in example 2.1 that this channel can be written as an SWC. Piestun et. al. [34]
study communication using vector waves and their work is very similar to that of [26]
which studies communication using scalar waves. Therefore, the channel studied in [341
can similarly be written as an SWC.
Hanlen et. al. [36] generalise the work in [26] by including the effect of scatterers. The effect of scatterers is incorporated into the channel operator F in an SWC.
Therefore, the channel studied in [36] can be written as an SWC. Similarly, the channel
studied in Xu et. al. [37], which generalises the work of [34] to include the effect of
scatterers can be written as an SWC by changing the operator F.
Poon et. al. [28] also consider communication between finite volume transmitters
and receivers in the presence of scatterers. But instead of considering individual scatterers, they consider a cluster of scatterers that are constrained to be within some finite
volume. The scatterers reflect waves from the transmitter to the receiver provided the
waves from the transmitter emerge from some solid angle
[28]. The Green's function,
G ( r / j , tt) is split up into three components
G{vn,VT)

= j

j

AnirR,k)H{k,k)AT{KrT)dKdk.

(2.17)

Here At models the transmitting volume, Ar models the receiving volume and H models the scatterers. Also, K and k are unit vectors in the transmitting and receiving
volumes and the integration is performed over the unit spheres. In order to model the
scattering environment, [28] assumes that
H{k,

it) ^ 0 if and only if k G

and K e f i r -

Here,
and Qr are solid angles over which the scatterers are assumed to be visible from
the transmitting and receiving volumes [28|. The channel studied by Poon et. al. [28]
can be written as an SWC similar to the channel studied by Miller [26], The SWC is
simply [ C ^ i A r , C^), C^iAn, C^), F). Here the channel operator F is determined by the
Green's function in equation (2.17).
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2.6

Chapter Conclusion

Spatial waveform channels have previously been used to calculate performance bounds
for MIMO channels [26,28,36,37,45]. However, SWCs have not been clearly defined in
any of these papers. In this chapter I give a novel definition for SWCs that is sufficiently
general to include the works of [25,26,28,36,37,45] as special cases. This definition
gives SWCs sufficient structure to model the different physical constraints imposed on
MIMO systems.
According to definition 2.1 an SWC^is a triple { T T . T R , T). Here TT 'S the space
of all the transmitter curren£densities, TR is the space of electromagnetic fields in the
receiving volume and T •. TT ^ TR is a bounded linear operator that determines the
electromagnetic field in the receiving volume given the current density in the transmitting volume. The spaces TT and TR are normed spaces and the norms on these spaces
can be physically interpreted as energy or power.
The main contributions of this chapter are as follows:
1. Novel definition for spatial waveform channels and a physical interpretation of
the definition.
2. Demonstrated that communication using electromagnetic waves in MIMO systems can be written as an SWC. The constraints imposed on a MIMO system can
be incorporated into the corresponding SWC model.
3. Established several properties in sections 2.3 and 2.4 of SWCs that can be used
to model communication using electromagnetic waves in: finite energy and finite
power cases.
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Chapter 3
Degrees of Freedom and Essential
Dimension for Compact Operators
The concepts of degrees of freedom and essential dimension are very general. In this
chapter I motivate the definition for degrees of freedom at level e for a compact operator
on an arbitrary normed space. I then explain how the notion of degrees of freedom can
be used to define generalised singular values. As the name suggests, singular values
of compact operators on Hilbert spaces are special cases of generalised singular values.
These generalised singular values play the same role that the well known singular values
of compact operators on Hilbert spaces do. I also distinguish between the terms essential
dimension and degrees of freedom and show that one can associate a unique essential
dimension with any compact operators on normed spaces.

3.1

Motivation

I motivate the definition of degrees of freedom at level e for compact operators on
normed spaces by considering linear operators on finite dimensional spaces. I will discuss several possible definitions for degrees of freedom. I will explain the physical
intuition behind each definition using a simple example.
Consider a communication channel that uses n transmitting antennas and rn receiving antennas which can be mathematically modeled as follows. Let the current on the
n transmitting antennas be given by x G C". This current on the transmitting antennas
generates a current y G C™ in the m receiving antennas according to the equation
y = Hx.
Here, H G C™'^" is the channel matrix. We can define the operator / / : C"
X
y.
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C " as

Note that y is not assumed to be the current on the receiving antenna but is the
current generated by the transmitting antenna in the receiving antenna. To complete the
model let the current on the receiving antenna be given by
y^ = H x + n.
Here n is the additive noise present at the receiver. The fundamental problem in communication is to determine the signal x that was transmitted given that some signal y^
was received. Generally this problem is ill-conditioned.
Firstly, H need not be injective. Therefore, there might exist a y G HC and
Xi, X2 G C" such that xi
X2 and
H x i = H x 2 = y.
Even if H is injective the problem could be ill-conditioned owing to the presence of
noise. Suppose the noise in the receiver can be modeled as follows:
Prob(n) = I

n| < e ,
> e.

Here, e > 0 is some constant and N{e) is a normalisation constant. So, if y is the
received signal then we can only tell for certain that the transmitted signal x is in the
set
n / / C " ) . Here, fi^^c^Cy) is the closed ball of radius e centered at y.
Therefore, the noise in the receiver fundamentally determines whether or not one can
calculate the transmitted signal given the received signal.
It is possible to overcome the above problem by using the following method. For all
sets Q c C " let B.^cAQ) = UysQ^f.c-ly)- Also, let the set 5 C C" be such that
Vy G B.^cA^S)

: H'^B.^c^

(y) n HS) Pi S contains exactly one element. (3.1)

If we ensure that the transmitted signal is an element of S, then for each received signal,
one can uniquely determine the transmitted signal. Generally, there will exist sets that
satisfy the above condition and have infinitely many elements.
However, along with non-zero receiver noise, in most physical channels only a finite
amount of power P > 0 is available for transmission. That is,
|x| < P.
Without loss of generality, we can assume that P = 1 because if the available power is
different from 1, then we can always scale e accordingly. This leads us to
Possible Definition for Degrees of Freedom 1. Suppose / / : C" ^ C™ is a linear
operator and let e > 0. Then the number of degrees of freedom at level-e is the largest
number N such that there exists asetS C Bi^c" (0) C C" with N elements that satisfies
property (3.1).
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One can think of the number of degrees of freedom as the maximal number of different signals that a transmitter can send so that, even in the presence of noise and a
power constraint on the transmitted signal, the receiver can decode the received signal
to accurately determine the transmitted signal.
A n alternative way of defining the degrees of freedom is in terms of finite e-nets'.
If y and y ' are two received signals then I will call the signals y and y ' physically
indistinguishable at level-e if |y-y'| < e (see eg. [25]). The intuition behind calling two
such functions physically indistinguishable is fairly obvious. If the distance between the
vectors y and y ' is less than e, the noise at the receiver can make y look like y ' so a
real physical receiver cannot tell the difference between y and y'. Also we will call a
set S physically indistinguishable from a set S' at levei-e if for all x G 5 there exists an
x' G S' such that |x — x'| < e. That is, S' is an e-net for 5.
The notion of physical indistinguishability can be used to define the degrees of freedom because the set

is physically indistinguishable from some set with a

finite number of elements. To see this note that

is a bounded subset of a

finite dimensional space and is therefore totally bounded. It therefore has a finite e-net.
Possible Definition for Degrees of Freedom 2. Suppose / / : C " ^

C™ is a linear

operator and let e > 0 be given. Then the number of degrees offreedom at level-e of H
is the smallest number N such that HBi

cn{0) has an e-net with N elements.

One can think of the degrees of freedom N as the minimum number of vectors
x i , . . . , xtv G C " so that for all possible transmitter functions x G B i c ( O ) , there exists
some Xj, 1 < i < A'^ such that / / x and //Xj are physically indistinguishable at the
receiver.
The following example will make the two definitions clearer.
E x a m p l e 3.1. Let m = n = 2, P = 1, e = 0.25 and
H

=

1

0

0

2

Now suppose that N\ and N2 are respectively the degrees of freedom o/H

if degrees of

freedom are defined as in the possible definitions 1 and 2
The set S=

{{x,y)

: x G {0,0.5},y G {0,0.25,0.5}} satisfies {3.\). Therefore, the

number of elements of S, 6 is a lower bound for Ni.
The set S^ = {{x, y) : x —
an e-net for H5pc2(0).

— 0.1m, n — 1 , . . . , 10 and m — 1,...,

20} is

Therefore the number of elements in S^, 200 is an upper boutid

for N2.
' i f 5 is any subset of a metric space then S^ is an e-net for S if for all x £ S, there exists an x^ £ S^
such that dist(a:, x^) < e.
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The above example illustrates the physical interpretation of the degrees of freedom.
But, the problem with using either of these definitions for degrees of freedom is that it is
very difficult to calculate the exact number of degrees of freedom. This fact is obvious
from the very simple example considered above. This problem is commonly know as
the sphere packing problem. Though we cannot easily solve this problem, we can look
at the dimensionality of the sphere packing problem. That is, instead of looking at
specific subsets S and S^ of C " and C"", we can look at linear subspaces.
The singular value decomposition theorem tells us that there exists a set of basis
functions in C " and C " such that the matrix representation for H in these basis function
is diagonal. Let H be such a matrix with the basis functions ordered such that the
diagonal elements are in decreasing order. A simple examination of the diagonal matrix
proves that^
1. for all e > 0 there exist a number N i and a set of mutually orthogonal vectors,
{ v i , . . . , VjVj} c C " such that if any vector v is orthogonal to Vj, i = 1 , . . . , A'^i
and if |v| < 1, then |Hv| < e. For a given e, call the smallest number that satisfies
the above condition iVi(e). Note that the vectors v i , . . . , vn^ span the space of
all linear combinations of the right singular vectors of H whose corresponding
singular values are greater than e.
2. for all e > 0 there exist a number N2 and a set of linearly independent vectors,
{ u i , . . . ,u/v2} C C™ such that for all v G Si,cn(0),
N2
i n f | H v — y ^ a j U i l < e.
i=l

For a given e, call the smallest number that satisfies the above condition
Note that the vectors u i , . . . , u ^ i span the space of all linear combinations of the
left singular vectors of H whose corresponding singular values are greater than e.
A simple examination of the diagonal matrix tells us that both

and

src

equal to the number of singular values of H that are greater than e. This leads us to our
definition for degrees of freedom in finite dimensional spaces.
Definition 3.1. Let H : C

^

C"" be a linear operator and let e > {) be given. Then the

number of degrees of freedom at level-e for H is the smallest number N such that there
exists a set of vectors U i , . . . , u/v G C™ such that for all v 6 ^i,cn{0),
N

inf
1

|i7v - y ^ a j U j l < e.

a\r

' ^
i=l

will not go through a detailed proof here because this is just a special case of theorem 3.4.
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This particular characterisation for the number of degrees of freedom is the one
that is most easily generalised to compact operators on normed spaces. Moreover, it is
fairly straightforward to compute the singular values of matrices and therefore one can
calculate the degrees of freedom for a given matrix. The following example illustrates
the use of the above definition for degrees of freedom.
Example 3.2. Let n = b, m = A and ^

H =

0.2
0.8
0.1
0.5

0.2
0.6
0.3
0.1

0.5
0.9
0.6
0.0

1.0
0.2
0.8
0.6

0.8
0.1
0.6
0.1

The singular values o / H are 4.6,1.0, 0.30,0.01 and 0. Therefore the number of degrees
of freedom at level-O.l is 3 and the number of degrees of freedom at /eye/-0.001 is 4.
I will look at one final example to show how the ideas in the previous example can be
generalised to infinite dimensional function spaces. The main tool used in this example
is the singular value decomposition of compact operators in Hilbert Spaces.
Example 3.3. Consider communication using scalar waves in free space using finite
volume transmitting and receiving antennas (see example 2.1). Let V,W C M^ be
measurable, compact and V {^W = ^ and G -.V xW ^ Cbe defined by
gj/c|x-y|

G(x,y) =

47r|x-y|'

Then,
L r : C^iV, C)

C^iW, C) defined by

( r < / . ) ( z ) = [ G(x,z)</,(x)dx
Jv
is compact
2. K :V xV

[46],
-^C

K(x,y)=
is continuous

and

defined by
/
Jw

G*ix,z)G{y,z)dz

Hermitian.

^ T h i s m a t r i x w a s g e n e r a t e d u s i n g the r a n d f u n c t i o n in M a t l a b .
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3. ^ -.C^VX)-^

defined by

Jv
is compact, self-adjoint and

non-negative.

4. We now have the spectral theorem [47, pp. 261 ]
^

=

F T

OO

j= l

Here, (j)j are the set of orthonormal eigenfunctions of"^ that we can get via GramSchmidt orthogonalisation and aj are the singular values ofT. Note that we can
have aj — a, even i f i ^ j.
5. We also have the singular value decomposition (SVD) theorem [47, pp. 261 ]
r

=

(3.2)

j
6. The eigenvalues {aj} of
form a countable set with 0 being the only
point of accumulation [48, thm 8.3-1].

possible

Now suppose e > 0 w some small positive number. Then the number of mutually orthogonal functions ( f ) G C^iV, C ) such that ||(?!>||£2(v,c) < 1 ^^d ||r0||£2(w,c) > ^ is finite. To
see this note that if(t)i is an eigenfunction o/^' then
w m i l m

=

j^G{y,z)Uy)dyd7.

= J^ct>l{x){<l>cf>i){x)dx
=
From point 6 above, we know that if {A^ = aJ} is the set of all eigenvalues of ^
then there is a finite subset {A^Jj^j of the set of eigenvalues such that Xj > e if and
only if j e {ji, ...JN]The set {(PJ^,...,
has the required property. Now, if
0
G
with i|0||£2(v/,c) < 1, then we can write ^ = ^jUjcpj + (p^. Here,
aj = (0, (f)j)c^{v,c) ^nd 4>r is the remainder term. From Parseval's theorem we have

3

<

1.
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Finally, if (p e
(point 5) gives

C) is orthogonal

to all the (j)j.,i = 1 , . . . , iV, the SVD

theorem

i

E
J

<

E
J

<

J

jl I • • • )

JN

e.

Equally, for all e > 0 there exists a number N and a set of functions
that for all <t>E C^{V,C), U\\cHv,c) < 1

V^i,... ipN such

N

inf

n.\r
ai,...,aAr

||r(?:)-VaiV'i

I

I

<

*

1=1

The proof follows from choosing xjji — Tcpj^.
The singular value decomposition theorem was used in the previous example to
prove the required result. However, the compactness of the operator F is essential to
ensure that the eigenvalues of F T form a countable set with zero being the only possible point of accumulation. This leads us to the idea that the compactness of F is
sufficient to ensure that we can generalise the notion of degrees of freedom to compact
operators in normed spaces. In fact, the definition for degrees of freedom can then be
used to define singular values for compact operators on arbitrary normed spaces. This
will be extremely useful in numerically calculating the degrees of freedom for compact
operators.

3.2

Degrees of Freedom for Compact Operators

In this section I show how the definition of degrees of freedom in finite dimensional
spaces can be generalised to compact operators on arbitrary normed spaces. The following theorem shows that it makes sense to talk about the number of degrees of freedom
for compact operators.
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Theorem 3.1. Suppose X and Y are normed spaces with norms || •
respectively and T : X
iV G ZJ and {i^ijfLi

^

Y is a compact operator

and || • ||y

Then for a// e > 0 there exists

C Y such that
N

inf I I T x - V o i V i l l y < e V a ; e S i , x ( 0 )
n.\7
^—^
i=\

(3.3)

Proof. The proof is by contradiction. Let e > 0 be given. Suppose no such N exists.
Let xi G 5 i , x ( 0 ) be any vector. Choose ipi = Txi. Then,
1
inf \\Txi -y^aMy
t r
Suppose that

= 0 < e.

.. . , i P n } and { x i , . . . , x n } have been chosen. Then, by our assump-

tion, there exists an x^v+i G

such that

N

inf

||rx;v+i - y^ aitpilW > e-

ai,...,aAr

Choose,
Qi = l,i

(3-4)

^—'

t=l

= Txn+i- Also, if M < N, by choosing a^ = Q

i < N,i

^ M and

= M in the inequahty (3.4), we have

\\Txn+i - TxmWy

> e.

Therefore, using the Cauchy criterion, the sequence { T x „ } ^ j chosen by induction cannot have a convergent subsequence. This is the required contradiction because
is a bounded sequence and T is compact.

•

So we can use the following definition for the number of degrees of freedom at
level-e for compact operators on normed spaces.
Definition 3.2 (Number of degrees of freedom at level-e). Suppose X and Y are normed
spaces with norms || • ||x arid || • ||y respectively and T : X ^

Y is a compact operator

Then the number of degrees offreedom at level-e is the smallest N E
exists a set of vectors {V'l,. - -,

such that there

C Y such that

N

i=l
This definition is a descriptive one and can not be used to calculate the number of
degrees of freedom for a given compact operator. In the finite dimensional case we can
calculate the degrees of freedom by calculating the singular values. However, as far as
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I am aware, there is no known description of singular values for compact operators on
arbitrary normed spaces. In the following I will give a novel definition for generalised
singular values of compact operators'^. In fact we use the degrees of freedom to define
singular values.
I will first establish some very simple properties of degrees of freedom at level-e of
compact operators.
Theorem 3.2. Suppose X and Y are normed spaces with norms || • \\x and || • ||y
respectively and T : X ^ Y is a compact operator. Let J\F{e) denote the number of
degrees of freedom T at level-e. Then
1. There exists an eo < ||T|| < oo such that for all e > eo, M{e) = 0.
2. M{e) is a non-increasing function

ofe.

3. In any finite interval, (ci, £2) C M, with €2 > ei > 0, A/'(e) has only finitely many
discontinuities (different values).
4. Unless T is identically zero, there exists an cq such that for all e < eo, A/'(e) > 1.
Proof

1. Because T is compact, it is bounded and therefore ||r|| < cx). Suppose
e > ||T|| then from the definition of
if (f) e X and \\(t>\\x < 1, then | | r 0 | | <
||T|| < e. Therefore
= 0.

||r||,

2. Suppose ei < €2. Then there exist functions i p i , . . . , V'AA(ei) such that for all 4> G
^i.x(O),

inf

y
aiVilly < ei < £2
i=l

Therefore ^ { € 2 ) < A/'(ei) from the definition of degrees of freedom at level-e.
3. This follows from part 2 and the definition of degrees of freedom at level-e.
4. Because ||T|| > 0, there exists a function </) G X , \\(F>\\x < 1 such that \\T(P\\Y > 0.
T h e n f o r all e <

\\T^,AF{E)

>

1.

•

The following examples show that as e goes to zero, Af{e) can both be bounded or
go to infinity.
•^In chapter 4 I will explain how o n e can use numerical m e t h o d s to calculate these singular values.
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Example 3.4. Let
be the Banach space of all real-valued sequences with finite
norm and let {ei, 62,...) be the standard Schauder basis for l^. Then define the operator
T :
as Cn
ei Vn. This operator is compact.
To see this let x„ =
ainCi, n = 1,2,... be a sequence in the unit ball in l^.
Then
oo
< 1.
t=l
So
TXn =

ei
Li=l

is well defined and bounded. Because the dimension of the range of T is one, it is
compact [48] and for all e > 0 the Af{e) < 1.
Example 3.5. Let
T : ^ l^ as Cn
lim(:_^o
= cxD.

and (ei,e2,...)
be as defined in the previous example. Define
Vn. It is fairly trivial to show that T is compact and also that

Figure 3.1 shows a typical example of degrees of freedom at level-e for some compact operator that satisfies all the properties in the above theorem. We identify the
discontinuities in the number of degrees of freedom of T at level-e with the singular
values of T.
Definition 3.3 (Generalised Singular Values). Suppose X and Y are normed spaces and
T •. X ^ Y is a compact operator Let M{t) denote the number of degrees of freedom
ofT at level e. Then tm is the m^^ generalised singular value ofT if
-^(e) = m - 1
infe<e„A^(e) = M

and

>m.

Further if m < M then for all m < n < M, e„ :— Cm is the v}^ generalised
value ofT.

singular

Note that we used the behavior of degrees of freedom to identify the generalised
singular values. Let the degrees of freedom of the operator P be as shown in figure 3.1.
Then the generalised singular values,
of F identify the jumps in the degrees of
freedom. So, ei = 0.9, e2 = £3 = C4 = 0.8,65 = 0 . 6 . . . .
The intuition behind the definition for generalised singular values needs further clarification. In the finite dimensional case, if Cp is the p^^ singular value of some operator
F : C" ^ C™, then there exist corresponding left and right singular functions Vj, e C "
and Up € C™ such that Vp is of unit norm, Tvp = Up and the norm of Up is Cp. This is
not necessarily true for arbitrary compact operators on normed spaces as the following
example proves.
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Degrees of Freedom vs £

Figure 3.1: Degrees of Freedom of a Compact Operator
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Example 3.6. Let
be the sequence space of real numbers with the standard Schauder
basis (ei,e2,. . .)• Define the operator T :
as r e „ = (1 \/n. Then T
is bounded and because the range of T is finite dimensional it is compact. Also, the
number of degrees of freedom ofT at level-e is

So €i = 1. However, for any vector u in the unit ball in

||rw||;i < 1.

The above example motivates the following theorem which explains the intuition
behind the definition of generalised singular values.
Theorem 3.3. Suppose X and Y are norrned spaces with norms || •
(ind || • |jy
respectively and F : X —> F w « compact operator Let e^ be a singular value of the
operator F. Then for cdl 6 > 0, there exists a function xp G S i ^ ( 0 ) such that
||F^||y

em + 0>

>em-e.

Proof The proof is by contradiction. Assume that there exists a 0 > 0 such that for all
e X,\f \\il;\\x = 1 then IjFV'lly i [e^ - ^.e^ + 9]. Let A/'(e) denote the number
of degrees of freedom at level e of the operator F. From the definition of degrees of
freedom at level-e we have
J^{em + 0)

<

m-1,

(3.5)

N{tm-e)

>

m.

(3.6)

So there exist functions (/)i,... , 0 r „ - i such that for all ip € 5i.js:(0)
m-1
inf
\ \ T ^ - y a,(l),\\<em + e.
ai,...,am-l
—'
1=1
Because for all

= 1 then ||r^||y ^

-

+ 9],

m - 1

inf

||F^ - y ^ a^(f)i\\
i=l

9.

if ll^llx = 1 ^ 0 A/'(em - 9) < m - I. This contradicts equation (3.6). Therefore there
exists aip E
that satisfies the conditions of the theorem.
•
The above theorem shows how the generalised singular values are related to the traditionally accepted notion of singular values of compact operators on Hilbert spaces.
However, we still need to prove that in the special case of Hilbert spaces, the new definition for generalised singular values agrees with the traditionally accepted definition.
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Recall that if H i and
are Hilbert spaces with inner products (-, -)HI and (-, •)ux
respectively and if T :
—»
is a compact operator then the Hilbert adjoint operator
for T is defined as the operator T* : •^2 ^
that satisfies |48, Sec. 3.9]
(Tx, y ) n , = (.T, T*y)n,

Vx G H i and y € 712.

The singular values of T are defined to be the square roots of the eigenvalues of the
operator T*T •. H\
Hi. \ will refer to these as Hilbert space singular values to
distinguish them from generalised singular values.
In order to prove that the generalised singular values are equal to Hilbert space
singular values we need the following theorem. This theorem is important in its own
right because it shows that there are two other equivalent ways of calculating the degrees
of freedom of a Hilbert space operator.
Theorem 3.4. Suppose Hi and H2 are Hilbert spaces and T : Hi —>• H2 is a compact
operator. Then for all e > 0 there exists an N €
and a set of N mutually orthogonal
functions {(pij^L^ such that if
X e Hi, ||x||hi < 1 and {x,(j)i)ni = 0
then
\\TX\\H, < e.
Moreover the smallest N that satisfies the above condition for a given e is equal to the
number of degrees of freedom ofT at level-e.
Proof I first prove that such an N exists and then prove that the smallest such N is in
fact equal to the number of degrees of freedom.
Let e > 0 be given. Because T is compact, we can use the singular value decomposition theorem which says [47, pp. 2611
=

(3.7)
i

Here, Gi,4>i and ipi are the Hilbert space singular values and left and right singular
functions of T, respectively. Because T is compact, the set of singular values is at most
countable [48, thm 8.3-1] and we can reorder the Hilbert space singular values so that
(Tj > aj if i < j. Also, because 0 is the only possible point of accumulation for the
Hilbert space singular values [48, thm 8.3-11, there exists a number Ni e Z+ such that
cr„ > e if and only if n < A'^i.
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Now, if X is orthogonal to
tion (3.7)
oo
W T x f n ,

z = 1 , . . . , M and if || ^llwi ^ 1 then from ecjua-

=
i=l
OO

i=JVi+l
<

e^.

It is fairly trivial to prove that Ni is the smallest number that satisfies the conditions
of this theorem because otherwise some element in the span of {ipi,...,
V'Wi} will be
orthogonal to the span of any chosen set of elements { i p [ , . . . , il^'j^,,} if M < Ni.
To prove the second part of the theorem let N2 denote the number of degrees of
freedom of T at level-e. Then to prove that N2 > Ni note that if x is in the unit ball
in Til then w e can write x =
+ ^r- Here Xr is the remainder term
that is orthogonal to all the ( j ) i . So, from the singular value decomposition theorem
(equation (3.7))
Ni
i=l

To prove that Ni > N2 assume that N2 > Ni for a contradiction. Then there exists
a set {i^ij^^i such that
Ni
inf

\\Tx

ai,...,ajvj

< e^x
^

e

H u M n ,

<

1.

^

Because we assume N2 > Ni, there exists a y e s p a n { i p i , . . . , i j j ^ ^ } which is orthogonal to all ^Pl Let y =
Then y^Tx
where x = J ^ f ^ i
from the singular
value decomposition theorem. We can assume, w.l.o.g. that the are normalised so that
= 1. Then
N2

inf

\\Tx -

y

-

i=l

2
Ily||W2

(3.8)

Ni
~

(3.9)

\
/

.

i=\

>

Ni
\ V
- bl

2

>

(3.10)

I

i=l
=

(3.11)
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In the above we get equation (3.8) from the fact that y is orthogonal to i)[, inequality (3.10) from the definition of Ni and equation (3.11) from ||
— 1.
The inequality (3.11) is the required contradiction. This proves that N2 = N^.
•
Corollary 3.4.1. Suppose that Hi and H2 are Hilbert spaces and T : Hi ^ H2 is
a compact operator. Then the number of degrees of freedom at level-e is equal to the
number of Hilbert space singular values ofT that are greater than or equal to e.
We can now easily prove that the new definition for generalised singular values
agrees with the traditionally accepted definition for singular values on Hilbert spaces.
Theorem 3.5. Suppose Hi and H2 are Hilbert spaces and T : Hi ^ H2 is a compact
operator. Suppose {era} are the generalised singular values of T and {A^} are the
possibly repeated eigenvalues written in non-increasing order of the operator T*T :
Hi
Hi. Then
^m = fmProof From corollary 3.4.1 we know that Af{e) is equal to the number of Hilbert space
singular values of T that are greater than or equal to e. Therefore if e^ is the m^'*
generalised singular value of T then e^ must also be the m"* Hilbert space singular
value of T which is
•
In Hilbert spaces we have three characterizations for degrees of freedom: 1) As
in Definition 3.3, 2) As in Corollary 3.4.1 in terms of singular values and 3) As in
Theorem 3.4 in terms of mutually orthogonal functions in the domain.
The first two characterisations can be generalised to normed spaces. However, the
final characterisation is more difficult to generalise. It would be extremely useful to
generalise the final characterisation because, for the Hilbert space case, the functions (f)i
in theorem 3.4 are the best functions to transmit. One could possibly replace the mutual
orthogonality by using Riesz's lemma which states (see eg. [48, pp. 78])
Lemma 3.6 (Riesz's lemma). Let Y and Z be subspaces of a normed space X and
suppose that Y is closed and is a proper subspace of Z. Then for all 9 G (0,1) there is
a z E Z such that
\\z\\ = land\\y-z\\>e'iyeY.

(3.12)

The following conjecture is still an open question.
Conjecture 3.1. Let X and Y be reflexive Banach spaces and let T : X ^ Y be
compact. Given any e > 0 and some 6 G (0,1), there exists a finite set of vectors
{(t>i}ti such that for all xe X
N

\\x\\x<land

inf
/> 1

n Kr

||a; - V
'

a^^iHx >
^

1=1
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(3.13)

implies
\\TX\\Y < €.

Comparing with theorem 3.4, equation (3.13) is analogous to requiring that x be
orthogonal to (pi. The conjecture is definitely not true if the requirement of reflexivity is
removed as the next example proves.
Example 3.7. Consider the sequence space
and let {e„} be the standard Schauder
basis for
Then define the operator T : ^
as
ei for all n. It was proven in
example 3.4 that T is compact.
Now ife < I, for any function x e
if\\x\\ = 1, ||T3;|| = ||x|| = 1 > e. ^o no finite
set of functions can satisfy the conditions in the conjecture.

3.3

Essential Dimension for Compact Operators

The definition for degrees of freedom given in the previous section depends on the
arbitrarily chosen number e and therefore this definition does not give a unique number
for a given channel. The physical intuition behind choosing this arbitrary small number
e is best explained in [37]. In this paper e = cr^ is the noise at the receiver, and Xu and
Janaswamy [37] claim that the number of degrees of freedom fundamentally depends
on this noise at the receiver.
However, in several important cases the number of degrees of a channel is essentially
independent of this arbitrarily chosen positive number [25-28,31,45]. This is due to the
fact that in these cases the singular values of the channel operator show a step like
behavior. Therefore, for a big range of values e, the number of degrees of freedom at
level-e is constant. This leads us to the concept of essential dimensionality^ which is
only a function of the channel and not the arbitrarily chosen positive number e. Some
of the properties that one might require from the essential dimension of an operator are:
1. It must be uniquely defined for a given operator F.
2. The definition must be applicable to a general class of operators under consideration so that comparisons can be made between different operators, (c.f. the essential dimension definition in [49] that is only applicable to the time-bandwidth
problem.)
3. It must in some sense represent the number of degrees of freedom at level-e.
^Note that the term essential dimension has been used instead of degrees of freedom in several papers.
As far as I am aware, this is the first time a distinction has been made between the two terms.
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The final requirement in defining the essential dimension needs further clarification.
Obviously the essential dimension of F can not in general be equal to the number of
degrees of freedom at level-e because the latter is a function of e. However, if the
singular values of F (in decreasing order) change suddenly from being large to small
then the 'knee' is at the essential dimension of F. The following definition for the
essential dimension tries to identify this 'knee' in the set of generalised singular values.
Each level-e defines a unique number of degrees of freedom Nr{e) for a given compact operator F. So for each positive integer n G
we can calculate E{n) = //({e :
n = N r i e ) } ) . Here //(•) is the Lebesgue measure. This function is well defined because
of the properties of generalised singular values discussed in theorem 3.2. We can now
define the essential dimension of F as follows.
Definition 3.4. The essential dimension

of an operator F is

EssDim(F) = a r g m a x { £ ' ( n ) : n G Z"*"}
where E{n) is as defined above, //"argmax above is not uniquely defined then one can
choose the smallest n of all the n that achieve i n a x { £ ' ( n ) } as the essential
dimension.
In this definition we are simply calculating the maximum range of values of the
arbitrarily chosen e over which the number of degrees of freedom of an operator does
not change.
This definition uniquely determines the essential dimension of all compact operators. Further, it is equal to the number of degrees of freedom at level-e for the maximum
range of e. Choosing this value for the number of degrees of freedom in order to model
M I M O communication has the big advantage that it is largely independent of the noise
level at the receiver. Further, if for a given noise level the number of degrees of freedom
is greater than the essential dimension then one can be sure that even if the noise level
varies by a significant amount the number of degrees of freedom is always greater than
the essential dimension.
The essential dimension of F is the number of generalised singular values of F after
which the change in two consecutive singular values is at a maximum. However, one
can also look at how the generalised singular values are changing gradually. The above
definition is a special case of the following definition of essential dimension of order-n
with n = 1.
Definition 3.5. Let X, V be normed spaces and let T : X
Y be a compact operator.
Let \i be the generalised singular values ofF written in descending order. For n even,
define the essential dimension o / F of order-n to be N if
^N-n/2

— ^N+n/2

> ^M-n/2

^

^M+n/2
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Figure 3.2: Singular values of an Operator

for all M
N. If there are several N that satisfy the above condition, then choose the
smallest N that satisfies the above condition. I f n is odd then we require N to satisfy

for all M ^

N.

A simple example illustrates the concepts of essential dimensionality and degrees of
freedom.
Example 3.8. Figure 3.2 shows the singular values of some operator F. For this operator the number of degrees of freedom at level-0.75 is 7 and at level-0.05 is 9. So the
number of degrees of freedom do not change much even though the number e changed
by a great amount. One can identify the location of the 'knee' in the singular
values
with the essential dimension of the channel.
The essenticd dimension of the channel is 7. This is because for e G (0.8,0.4),
iVr(e) = 7. Therefore E{7) = 0.4 which is greater than E{n) for all n ^ 7. The
essential dimension of order-2 is 8 because A7 — Ag = 0.7 which is greater than \M-I —
XM+iforcdl
M
8.
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3.4

Discussion

There are several other known definitions for essential dimension and degrees of freedom as discussed in section 1.4. In this section I compare my definition with others
that are commonly used in the literature. Because no clear distinction has been made
between degrees of freedom and essential dimension in the literature, I compare definitions that depend on some arbitrary constant with my definition for degrees of freedom
at level-e and those that determine a unique number for a given channel to that of essential dimension.

3.4.1

Degrees of Freedom

There are several definitions for degrees of freedom at level-e that are used in the literature. The definition of Bucci et. al. [251 is a special case of definition 3.2 for degrees
of freedom at level-e. They study the case of communication using electromagnetic
waves. Suppose the current, both source and induced are elements of B/a,£2(s c3)(0)
and the electric field is an element of
C^). Here, 5 is a sphere of radius a, C is
some compact observation curve and I provides a finite bound on the source and induced currents. Also, suppose that the operator T :
C^)
C^) determines
the electric field for a given source current.
Now let (f = {(/ = r / : / G
\\f\\cHB,c^) < lo,} and given any two sets
A,BcC^{C)\et
S{A,B)

= sup inf
a£A beB

\\a-b\\c.

Bucci et. al. [25] assert that the operator F has a finite number of degrees of freedom
if the set S is physically indistinguishable at level e from another set that has a finite
number of functions. Bucci et. al. [25] defines <o to be physically indistinguishable from
a set ^ C
C^) at level e if
is an e-net of the set
That is, if
< e.
One could define the number of elements in the smallest e net of S" to be the number
of degrees of freedom of the channel. However, as Bucci et. al. [25] point out, this
definition is not the easiest one to use because it is extremely difficult to determine the
smallest e-net in many important cases. They suggest an alternative definition that is
easier to use in practice. The number of degrees of freedom of the operator F at level-e
is defined to be the dimension of the smallest subspace
c
C^) such that

This definition is a special case of my definition for degrees of freedom at level-e.
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Miller [26] analyses communication between volumes using scalar waves. The main
assumption in [26] is that the transmitter is constrained to be in a volume K C M^
and the receiver is constrained to a volume W C M^. We can assume that V and IV
are compact. Miller [26] assumes that the transmitter wave function
G C'^{V,C)
generates a wave function Tip e
C) according to
{V^){y) = ^

G(x, y)iA(x)dx

Here, the operator F :
G(x,y) =

Vy € W.

C) ^

exp{ik\x

C) and

- y + esro]}

47r|x - y + egrol

Here x G F, y G VF, ro G M is the distance between the centers of the transmitter and
receiver and es is a unit vector in the direction of the vector connecting these centers.
Miller [26] asserts that in order to find the best communication modes, we need to
find the source wave function ijj that maximises the norm of the received wave function
(f) which is given by
UfcHv,c)

=

/
Jw

<t>*{y)md^

=

f n ^ i ) [ [
Jv
Jv Jw

=

/
Jv

G*(y,xi)G(y,X2)rfyV'(x2)dxidx2

/ /^(Xi,X2)V^(X2)rfXirfX2.
Jv

(3.14)
(3.15)

Here
/ ^ ( x i , x 2 ) = / G*(y,Xi)G'(y,X2)dy.
Jw
It is well known that the function tp that achieves the maximum value in equation (3.14)
is the eigenfunction with the highest eigenvalue of the integral equation
A V ' ( x i ) = / /r(xi,x2)^/)(x2)(ix2.
Jv

(3.16)

Let { A J and {ipi} be the sets of eigenvalues and their corresponding normalised eigenfunctions of equation (3.16), respectively, written in descending order of eigenvalues.
Because A'(xi, X2) is self-adjoint the eigenfunctions {V'i} form an orthonormal set
®For repeated eigenvalues one can use the Gram-Schmidt method to ensure orthogonality.
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The eigenfunctions t/^i,
• • • are the best source functions to transmit in the sense
that out of all functions iIj G C'^{V,C) of unit norm, ipi maximises \\ril;\\c2^w,c)- Also,
given functions
the function orthogonal i o i p i , . . . ,
and of unit norm that
maximises ||rV'||z;2(n/_c) is ijjn [26], Moreover, if (pi = Tip^ then

=

Jv
A,.

Jv

Therefore Miller [261 asserts that the number of significant eigenvalues A^ determine
the number of physically distinguishable signals
at the receiver. Hence the number of
significant eigenvalues of equation (3.16) gives the number of modes of communication.
Piestun and Miller [34] similarly analyse the case of vector waves. If we can assume
that an eigenvalue is significant if it is greater than some pre-specified level e, then we
know from corollary 3.4.1 that the number of modes of communication is equal to the
number of degrees of freedom of the channel operator at level-v^ using my definition.
Xu et. al. [37] build on the results of [34[ for vector waves to include the effect
of scatterers. They numerically evaluate the Green's function for vector waves in the
presence of reflective scatterers in two dimensions using the finite moments method
(FMM). Xu et. al. [37] then numerically calculate the singular values of the operator
defined using the Green's function. Suppose A„ are the singular values in descending
order and also suppose that there is transmit power constraint Pt > 0 and receiver noise
level <5 > 0. Xu et. al. [37] define the number of degrees of freedom of T to be^
Ndof{PT,Q)

= nmx{N

: P^ = \a„f\Xn\

> Q,n ^

1 , 2 , N

N

and ^
71 =

|a„|2 = P J .
1

The definition of Xu and Ganaswamy [37 [ is equivalent to definition 3.2 for the special
case of operators on Hilbert spaces. This is a direct consequence of corollary 3.4.1.
Newsam and Barakat [41 ] approach the problem of finding the degrees of freedom of
an operator differently. The primary interest of [41 [ is in the inverse problem: Suppose
g{t) = / k{s-t)f{t)dt.
Here g{t)J{t)
E £ 2 ( M , C ) . Then given g can we determine / ?
This inverse problem is ill-posed in the sense that it is extremely sensitive to noise [41 ].
However, some components of f{t) can be accurately determined and the number of
such components is defined to be the number of degrees of freedom of the operator [41 [.
'' [37] use Qn instead of Q in their definition. H o w e v e r they matce Q„=Q subsequently and use that
in all their calculations. I do not think using
instead of Q mal<es sense because then Njof will depend
on how Q„ is chosen which in turn d e p e n d s on tpn^ the n " " e i g e n f u n c t i o n of F. T h e r e f o r e , the definition
for D O F is not unique anymore.
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Let X and Y be Hilbert spaces and let T : X ^ F be a compact operator. If
g' G r ( X ) is a perturbation of g e r ( X ) such that \\g - g'Wv < e and i f F f = g and
r / ' = g', then for some tolerance <5, [41 ] define the number of degrees of freedom to be
Ndof = miix{dim{V)

: V subspace ofX

and | | F v ( / - /')ll < ^ ^llf - d'W <

Here Pv is the projection operator.
Newsam and Barakat [41] prove that if a l is the v}^ eigenvalue of r*T then the
number of degrees of freedom is Ni if cr/Vi+i < e/(5 < a/Vi- The definition of Newsam
and Barakat [41] is equivalent to definition 3.2 for the special case of operators on
Hilbert spaces. This is a direct consequence of corollary 3.4.1.

3.4.2

Essential Dimension

Several articles do not give an explicit definition for essential dimension but argue that
the "knee" in the singular values of the channel operator corresponds to the essential
dimension of the channel [25,26,28,45]. It is therefore difficult to compare the definition of essential dimension with these works. However, the definition 3.4 for essential
dimension tries to identify the knee in the singular values and gives a unique number
for a given channel. Further, one can use the definition 3.5 for essential dimension
of order-n to ensure that outliers do not effect the identification of the knee. In summary, the definition of essential dimension enables one to uniquely quantify the results
of [25,26,28,45].
A step like behavior of eigenvalues is also found in [31,38,39]. The approach
of Kennedy et. al. [31] is substantially different from those discussed earlier in this
section wherein the transmitting volume was assumed to be constrained. In contrast,
Kennedy et. al. [31 ] consider the possible wavefields within a volume constrained to a
radius R provided all sources are in the far field (outside a ball of radius Rs). Most of
their results are for wavefields in two dimensions. However, they emphasise that their
results can be extended to three dimensions. The channel model used in these papers
is considerably different from that considered in this thesis. However, their definition
of degrees of freedom is comparable to my definitions of essential dimension because
they evaluate the number of significant eigenvalues of a specific operator to calculate
the degrees of freedom.
Let Bf({0) c R^ be an open ball of radius R centered at the origin. A wave field in
BNIO) is a function F : BR{0)
C that satisfies the scalar Helmholtz equation [31].

V^F{x)

+ k^F{x) = 0,

xeBniO).

Here k = 27r/A is the wave number and A is the wavelength. Kennedy et. al. [31] use
the following model: if all the sources are in the far field, then F{x) can be written as
F(x)=/
Jo

(3.17)
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using polar coordinates (x = [||x||, arg(x)] = [r^,(p{x)]). Here, y = {l,(p) is a unit
vector with azimuth angle (p. Physically, the wave field F(x) can be interpreted as the
superposition of planar waves arriving from each azimuth angle 0 with amplitude a(0).
This model is suitable for far field sources because the waves arriving from these sources
can be approximated by planar waves.
Using an orthonormal series expansion for the planar waves, equation (3.17) can be
rewritten as [31]
F(x)=

oo
n=—oo

v/27rj(i?)a„^>„(x).

(3.18)

Here, the set {$„(x)} are a set of functions orthonormal over the unit circle and can be
written as
V^
'
where J„( ) is the n"® order Bessel function of the first kind and
VMR)

MR)^

r ^ i r y d r
Jo

is a normalization term. Also, a„ are the Fourier expansion coefficients of a((^):
an=

Jo

a{(f))e-'"'^d(t>.

Even though the series representation of the wave field requires infinitely many
terms, it is shown that F(x) can be approximated with arbitrary accuracy using only
finitely many terms. Specifically if
N
N=-N

and
R2-K

A = r la(c/>)\dcf>
Jo

then the relative truncation error for the wave field within
series of length 27V + 1 can be defined as
IBR{0)
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Bf{(0)

and for a truncated

Kennedy et. al. prove that [31 ]
Civ < ve"^
if

N = leTrR/X] + A.
Because the normalised truncation error decreases exponentially with increasing N for
all N > \enR/\], [31] asserts that lenR/X] is the number of degrees of freedom of
the multipath field. A similar definition for degrees of freedom is also found in Dickins
and Hanlen [40]. Let X be some normed space and y be a Hilbert spaces. Also, let
r ; X ^ y be some operator. Then if for some choice of Nq and a set of functions
and for any X G X with | | x | | x <

No
n=l

and ifVn > No

n

n
Fx - ^ ( F x , (pn)Y(pn

y

< e < cxD

< ee -a(n-No)

n=l
Y
then Dickins and Hanlen [40] assert that NQ is the number of degrees of freedom of the
operator F.
However, this definition does not give a unique number Nq for a given channel
because if the above condition is satisfied by some finite N then it is also satisfied by
all A'^ G Z"*". So it does not satisfy all the conditions that the essential dimension of an
operator is required to satisfy as explained in the previous section. Another commonly
used definition is that of Landau and Pollak [27]^. This definition however is only
applicable to time-bandwidth problems and cannot be used for arbitrary SWCs.

3.5 Chapter Conclusion
In this chapter I prove that for a compact operator F on some normed space, for any
given number e > 0 there is a unique number A^do/(e) which is the number of degrees
of freedom of the operator F at level e. Physically we can interpret this number as the
maximum number of linearly independent functions a receiver that has noise of variance
^The definition given here is different from that in [40], which does not assume anything about ||a:||x
but using that definition the spaces that have degrees of freedom Nq would actually be finite dimensional.
''Also see [49],
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cr^ = e can measure. This definition has been used previously for specific operators on
Hilbert spaces (see eg. [25]). However, as far as I am aware, this is the first definition
that is applicable to an arbitrary compact operator on normed spaces.
I prove that one can use this definition for degrees of freedom to define generalised
singular values which are generalisations of commonly accepted singular values defined
for Hilbert space operators. A direct consequence of these definitions is that the number of degrees of freedom of compact operators can be characterised in terms of their
generalised singular values. The advantage of this characterisation is that it lends itself
to numerical computations as shown in the next chapter.
In this chapter, I also distinguish between the terms "degrees of freedom" and "essential dimension" though they have been used interchangeably in the literature. In the
situation where the singular values of an operator change rapidly from being large to
small, the position of the "knee" in the singular values is unique for a given channel. In
such channels, the number of degrees of freedom at level e depends very little on the
actual value of e. I define the essential dimension of an operator as the smallest number
of singular values after which the difference between two consecutive singular values is
at a maximum.
The main contributions of this chapter are:
1. Novel definition of degrees of freedom at level-e for arbitrary compact operators
on normed spaces. I prove that the definition gives a unique number for a given
level e for any compact operator.
2. Novel definition for normed space singular values. I give a physical interpretation
for this definition and show that it is a generalisation of singular values of compact
operators on Hilbert spaces.
3. Novel definitions for essential dimension and essential dimension of order-n for
any normed space compact operator.
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Chapter 4
Computation of Generalised Singular
Values
In this chapter I develop techniques for the calculation of generalised singular values
of normed space operators. In some special cases it is possible to analytically calculate
bounds on the generalised singular values using perturbation theory. This is discussed in
the following section. However, in a majority of cases analytical computations are nigh
on impossible and one has to resort to numerical techniques. Several numerical techniques are known for the computation of singular values of integral operators. The one
that can be most easily generalised to normed space operators is the Galerkin method
(see eg. [32]). The essential idea behind this method is to use some complete Hilbert
basis and use finite dimensional approximations of the integral operator. I will prove
in section 4.2 that in the special case of normed spaces with complete Schauder bases
it is possible to use the same techniques to calculate the generalised singular values.
The results of the numerical computation of generalised singular values in some special
cases is given in section 4.3

4.1

Perturbation Theory Applied to Scalar Wave Communication

In several cases it is difficult to evaluate the singular values and the jeft ^nd right singular
functions of the operator F for a given spatial waveform channel { X T , YR, F). However,
in some cases it is possible to calculate the singular values and functions for another operator T' •. XT ^ YR that closely approximates F. Therefore, one can use perturbation
theory to show that the the singular values of F can in some sense be approximated by
the singular values of F'.
We can use the following perturbation theory result [47, ch V, th. 4.10]: If
:
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Figure 4.1: Communication Using Scalar Waves Between Rectangular Prisms
£2(r) ^

C ^ i T ) and ^ ^ :
+

Here
=
U {oo} and

^ C^iT) are self-adjoint, compact then
(4.1)

< II^'aII
is the spectrum of

indexed in decreasing order and N e

dist(c7(>I'),a(1' + ^ ' a ) ) = s u p i n f iCTi('I') - uji'if +
i

3

Also if we can write
(4.2)
then

\\^A\\<J

[

(4.3)

\KA{x,y)\'dxdy

y Jvxv
Now consider communication between rectangular prisms using scalar waves. This
problem was studied by Miller [26]. I use slightly different notation to that used in [26].
Let V, \V C M^ be two compact and measurable sets, let 0 € V^, W and let (ei, e2,63)
be unit vectors in
Also, let tq > 0 such that V n{W + roe3) = 0 (see figure 4.1).
We can define the linear operator T : C^iV)
C^{W) as (c.f. example 2.1)

(r/)(z) = ^G(x,z)/(x)dx VxG V^/
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where
^

^ e x p { j f c | z + roe3 - x | }
'

47r|z + roe3 - x |

Because G \ v x w is continuous,

T is compact and {C^iV),

we can define the operator vf' : C'^{V)
(^/)(y)=

/

C^iV)

T) is an SWC. Now

as

A:(x,y)/(x)dx.

Jv

Here
A;(x,y)= [

Jw

G*(z,x)G(z,y)dz.

We wish to calculate the eigenvalues of the operator
Miller [26] uses the paraxial
approximation to find these eigenvalues. The paraxial approximation consists of using
Taylor series expansions of the terms under the modulus signs in the denominator and in
the exponent of the Green's function G ( x , y ) , respectively. Note that this approximation
is commonly used in antenna theory and is also used in calculating the singular values
in other papers on waveform channels [25,33].
The approximating operator
: C^iV)
C ? { y ) is defined as
(>fT/)(y)= [

Jv

A:T(x,y)/(x)dx.

Here

kT{^,y)=

f
Jw

G;.(z,x)GT(z,y)dz

and
Gt(z,X) =

exp{jA:/T2(z,x)}
/ro(z,x)

where fr^ and /tq are the second and zeroth order Taylor Series expansions of |z +
roGs — x | with respect to x and z about the respective origins.
We can write
=
+ 'I'A where ^'A :
^ ^^'^{V) is defined by
[FA/](Y)

=

[(^'-^T)(/)](y)

(K(x,y)-Mx,y))/(x)dx
V

^A(x,y)/(x)rfx.
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Let Xi be the i"' Cartesian coordinate of x . If '
br

=

sup

|xi| , i = 1 , 2 , 3 ,

b

=

m a x bi,

I

=

inf |roe3 + x |
X6V-W

then it can be shown that (see appendix A. 1)

P
Here, ci, cs are constants and i-i{W) is the Lebesgue measure of W . Therefore,
1/2

11^ A l l

<

<

J

J

\KA{x,y)\'dxdy

b^l{W)^l{V)

^^

p
e^ff^c,

bb
. 2ttjjCI

+ C3 + cse'^T^'^ •

bb^

(4.4)

Equation (4.4) provides a bound for H'J/aII. All the terms in the square bracicets in this
equation, except for the constant cs can be made arbitrarily small as b/l
0. Therefore,
for small b/l,
is proportional to bfi{W)fL{V)/P.
It is very interesting to note
that the norm of || >]>a || does not actually go to zero \fb/l goes to zero. We not only need
b to be small compared to I but also to be small compared to A for this approximation to
be valid.
Miller [26| proves that the eigenvalues of the operator 'I't- show a step like behavior.
The eigenvalues, indexed in decreasing order of magnitude are close to 1 until they
reach a critical value Nmax and then decrease rapidly to zero. Here,
1
^m.ax —

X^Azt^ZR

and Azt,Azr
and r are as shown in figure 4.1. Therefore, if the right hand side of
equation (4.4) is small, then the eigenvalues of
show a similar behavior and if this is
the case, then N^ax is the essential dimension of the channel.
'Specifically, referring to figure 4.1, 61 = 2Axt + 2Axh, 62 = 2Ayr + 2AyR and h = 2Azt +
2Azr and / = ro + 2Azt + 2Azr.
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4.2

Computing DOF for Compact Operators

In chapter 3 it was proved that in order to calculate the degrees of freedom of a compact operator on a normed space, one needs to calculate its generalised singular values.
However, no known method exists for computing these singular values. In this section, I
will develop a numerical method based on finite dimensional approximations that could
be used to calculate the generalised singular values.
Suppose X and V are normed spaces and T : X ^ F is a compact operator. Also
suppose that X has a complete Schauder basis {V'l,
• • •}• Let S„ — s p a n { ^ i , . . . ,
Then we can define the operator T„ = T\s„ : 5„
F . Let
and em,„ be the m^^
singular values of T and Tn respectively. Then, I will prove in theorem 4.1 that
1. As n

OO, em,n

^m.

2. For all n, if e^.n exists, then it is a lower bound for e^.
The crux of the argument used to prove the theorem is as follows. Assume e > 0 is
given and let M{e) denote the number of degrees of freedom at level e for the operator T.
This is the case if and only if there exist functions { ( ^ i , . . . , 0aA(£)} C Y such that for all
ip G X, Tijj can be approximated to level-e by a linear combination of the 4>i and further,
no set of functions, {(p[,...
c Y can approximate a\\ -ip e X \f N <
Equivalently, there is a function in the unit ball in X whose image under T can be
approximated by a function in the span{(/)i,..., (f>x(e)} that cannot be approximated by
So we take the inverse image of an e-net of points i n s p a n { 0 i , . . . ,
and choose
n large enough so that all the inverse images are close to 5„. We can do this because
the ijji form a complete Schauder basis for X. I then show that there exists a function
in Sn such that its image under T cannot be approximated by a linear combination of
(/)[,...
for N < AA(e). This will prove that the number of degrees of freedom at
level-e of r „ approaches that of T and consequently so do the singular values. The
details are as follows.
Theorem 4.1. Suppose X and Y are normed spaces and T : X
Y is a compact
operator. Suppose that X has a complete Schauder basis
• • •} and let Sn =
span{'i/'i,..., ^pn}- Let T„ = T\s, : Sn-^Y.
If em, the m^^ singular value ofT exists
then for n large enough, em,n, the m^'' singular value ofT^ will exist and
lim em,n = Cmn—>oo
Furthermore, if ern,n exists then it is a lower bound for
Proof I will prove this theorem in two parts. In part a) I will prove that if
exists
for some n = iV € N then
exists for all n > iV and is a non-decreasing sequence
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that is bounded from above by e^. In part b) I prove using a contradiction argument tiiat
€m,n exists for some n G N and that
must converge to
I will use the following notation in the proof:
span,{(/)i, ...,(/>jv} = { ( / > e V : infai,...,a;v ll</' -

Br = {i^eX:

^a^iW <

and

UWx < r}.

Part a Let T and T„ be as described in the theorem and let M{e) and A/'„(e) be the
numbers of degrees of freedom at level e of T and T„, respectively. Assume that
Cm.ni exists and let n2 > n i .
Then for all

...

^ 'here is a ^ G

Because S^ C 5„2, for all {(pi,...,

0jv-„j(e)-i} CY

n Bi such that

we have ip € Sn2^ Bi and

= Tip ^ span,{01,..
Therefore,
>A/;,(e) V € > 0 .

(4.5)

Because
inf
we have Mn^if) >

(4.6)
(e) > m for e <

. Hence ern,n2 must exist.

From the definition of generalised singular values, we have equation (4.6) and
< m - 1

If Cm.ni > em,n2 then there exists an e\ such that em,ni > ei > Cm n^. Therefore,

This contradicts equation (4.5). Therefore em,ni < fm.naThe same argument used above shows that if e^ „ exists then e^ > e^ „. Therefore, if (.rn,n exists for n = Tii G N then e^.n is a non-decreasing sequence in
n > ni that is bounded from above by e^.
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Part b By part a, if €m,n exists for n > ui then because
sequence in n it must converge to some e^ < e^.

is a bounded monotonic

Now there are two situations to consider. Firstly,
might not exist for any
n G N. Secondly,
might exist for some n but the limit
might be strictly
less than e^. We consider the two situations separately and arrive at the same set
of equations. We then show a contradiction to this set of equations.
Situation 1: Assume, to arrive at a contradiction, that
n G N. Then
Afn{e) <m-l

does not exist for any

Vn G N and Ve > 0.

(4.7)

From the definition of degrees of freedom, there exist constants a < (3 < em such
that
^fn{a) < m - 1 Vn € N and

(4.8)

Af{(3) > m.

(4.9)

Situation 2: Assume, to arrive at a contradiction, that
tion of generalised singular values we know,
sup,>e™.„A/'„(e) < m - 1

< e^. From the defini-

and

infe<,„7V(e) > m.
Because
such that

< e^, we know that there exist numbers a and

^fn{a)<m-l

VneNand

N{f5)>m.

< a < /? <

(4.10)
(4.11)

Therefore, in both situation 1 and situation 2, we need to prove that equations (4.11)
and (4.10) cannot be simultaneously true.
Because T is compact, TBi is totally bounded [48, ch. 8]. Therefore, for all e
TBi has a finite e-net. Hence there exists a set of vectors { ^ i , . . . , (^p} c Bi such
that for all 0 G T B i , there exists ap, 1 < p < P with
(4.12)
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Now, because
• • •} is a complete Schauder basis for X and because P <
oo, there exists a number N such that for all n > N and for all p, 1 < p < P,
there exists a
e S „ n B i such that

0-a

(4.13)

2\\TW

Therefore, for all (f) G T B i and for all n > A'^ there exists ap,l < p < P and a
& S n H B i such that

<
<
<
=

llT^p.n - TCplly + IIT^p - 0 | | y (Triangle Inequality)
- QWy

+ ^ ^

(equation (4.12))

r i l f p f +
(3-a.

(4.14)

From equation (4.10) and the definition of degrees of freedom, we know that for
all n e N there exist vectors {(pi^n, • • •, </'m-i,n} C Y such that
spanJ01,„,...,V^eT(5in5„).

(4.15)

But, from the definition of degrees of freedom and equation (4.11) we know that
for all n and all vectors { 0 i , „ , . . . , 0m-i,n} there exists a vector 0 G T B i such
that

4) ^ span^{(?:)i,„,. . . , (f)m-l,n}From equation (4.14) we know that for all n > N there exists a
such that

Therefore, for all n > A^ there exists a

G 5„ n

such that

^ span„{(/)i,„,..., (/)„j_i,„}.
This directly contradicts equation (4.15). Therefore, if e ^ exists then
for n large enough and
lim €m,n = Cmn^oo
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e Sn Pi Bi

(4.16)
exists

•
The theorem shows that if the domain of the operator has some complete Schauder
basis then we can calculate the generalised singular values of the operator restricted to
finite dimensional subspaces and as the subspaces get bigger we will approach the generalised singular values of the original operator. Moreover, the theorem also proves that
the generalised singular values of the finite dimensional operators provide lower bounds
for the original generalised singular values. We, however, need a practical method of
calculating the generalise singular values of linear operators defined on finite dimensional normed spaces.
Let X, Y be two finite dimensional Banach spaces and let T : X ^ y be a linear
operator. Suppose e i , . . . ,e„ are the generalised singular values of T. Denote Bi =
{ x e X
: ||x|U < 1} and let
e'l = sup ||Tx||y.
xeBi

Then for all e > e[
e > sup ||Tx||y
xeBi

and for all e < e[, there exists an x e Bi such that ||Tx||y > e. Therefore e'j = ei, the
first generalised singular value of T. Suppose for ease of argument that lim^^^—
p (i.e. tp is not a repeated singular value). Therefore, for all e € [cp+i, Cp), Af{e) = p.
Now for each e € [cp+i, ep) there exists a
S Y such that
sup inf ||Tx — tti'^jlly
xeBi {ai}f=i
^
i=i

< e.

Let
denote the set of all sets {^i : ||V'i||y <
for a given e G [fp+ii fp) and let

U

e€[ep+i,Cp)

'hat satisfy the above equation

*

Suppose the sets ' I ' l , . . . , 'I'p have been chosen as above. Then
p
inf
sup inf
WJLie-fpxSBi {ai}f=i

X -

Y ^

ttiipi

i=l

— Cp+l-

To prove this let
denote the left hand side of the above equation. We show by
contradiction that Cp+i < e^+j. Otherwise, let e G
Then because e > e^+j,
we know that there exists a { V ' J L i ^i^^h that
sup

inf

xeB,

{a^)U

/

-

Y

aiipi

< e.

i=l
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If this is the case then
< p. But we know from the definition of generalised
singular values that if e < ep+i then J\f{e) > p + I. This is a contradiction and proves
thatep+i <
To prove the converse, suppose, to arrive at a contradiction, that
> Cp+i. Let
e e (ep+i,
Then, Af{e) = p. Therefore there exists a set of functions
such
that
- Y^ ai(t)i

sup inf
xeBi {ai}f=i
Therefore

< e.

i=l

€ ^p,, C ^ p . Hence,

inf
sup
{VilLiefpxeBi

inf

X

- ^

ai^Ji

< e.

i=l

By definition, the left hand side of the above equation is
and this contradicts the
assumption that e G (cp+i, ep_,_i). The following theorem summarises the above result.
Theorem 4.2. Let X, Y be two finite dimensional Banach spaces and letT : X ^ Y
be a linear operator. Also let Bi be the closed unit ball in X and suppose 'Pp is defined
as explained above. Then,
sup ||Tx||y = ei
xGBI
and if ep is not a repeated generalised singular value then

inf

sup

inf

X

- Y^ aitpi
i=l

u

The above theorem characterises the singular values in terms of a maximisation
problem over a finite dimensional domain and one can use several well-know maximisation methods to calculate the generalised singular values. However, it is difficult to
check whether a given set of functions
is an element of 'I'p. I therefore use the
following algorithm to calculate bounds on the generalised singular values.
Suppose X,Y,T
:X
Y and e i , . . . , e„ are as defined above. Let
e'l =

sup

\\TX\\Y.

xGBI
Because Bi c X is a compact set and || • ||y and T are continuous, there exists an
xi e Bi such that ||xi||y = t \ . Choose ipi = Tx^.
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Now suppose

. . . , V'p have been chosen. Then let

=
(4.17)
sup inf
xeBi {a.}?=i
i=l
Again, because C X is a compact set and || • ||y and T are continuous, there exists
an Xp+i G Bi such that Xp+i attains the maximum in the above equation. Choose
ipp+i = Txp+i. Comparing with theorem 4.2 we note that e^ is an upper bound for Cp.
It is an open conjecture as to whether = €p.
In this algorithm, instead of searching over all possible sets {ipi} € 'I'p we select
a special set that is in some sense (it is the image of the x E Bi that maximises equation (4.17)) the best possible set to use. This choice is essential because otherwise the
calculation of generalised singular values becomes too cumbersome (one needs to find
the set ^p before calculating ep+i.) Note however, that the above algorithm gives the
right value for ti. In the next section, I use this algorithm to calculate approximations
for the generalised singular values of some specific spatial waveform channels.

4.3 Software design and techniques used for numerical
simulations
In this chapter I present the results of numerical simulations. I describe the software
used for the simulations and several techniques that are used to reduce the running
time of the simulations are also discussed. All simulations were done in two dimensions because the number of grid points required to do simulations in three dimensions
makes it infeasible to do computations over distances greater than a few wavelengths
(c.f. eg. [37] and [31|, where simulations were also done in two dimensions). In this
thesis, Finite-Difference Time-Domain (FDTD) simulations were used to calculate the
electromagnetic field in the presence of reflective scatterers.
In order to calculate the degrees of freedom of SWCs, one needs to calculate the
generalised singular values of the compact operators in SWCs. This is a direct consequence of the definition of generalised singular values. In order to calculate these
generalised singular values we use several theorems proved in earlier chapters. Suppose
TJs thejransmitting volume, R is the receiving volume, to is some instant in time and
is an SWC. The essential idea involved in the calculation of the generalised singular values is:
1. Let { x j ^ i be a Schauder basis for
Then we know from the second
corollary to theorem 2.3 that { x j g j is also a Schauder basis for Xr^to2. Let r„ =
Then we know from theorem 4.1 that the generalised
singular values of r„ approach those of T as n ^ oo.
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3. We can use any convenient, finite subset of a Schauder basis of

to

calculate approximations of the generalised singular values of P.
In this thesis, I assume that the source and receiver antennas are restricted to square
areas of size lA x lA or 2A x 2A, where A is the wavelength (see eg. [37] where a similar
assumption was made). I divide the transmitting and receiving squares into several
smaller squares and use functions that are non-zero on one of the smaller squares to
form a subset of a Schauder basis for the space of transmitting and receiving functions.
The task of finding the generalised singular values can be split into three components. Firstly, one needs to find the orthonormal source functions in ^T,to from a finite
subset of the chosen Schauder basis using the Gram-Schmidt method. This step is only
required for the finite energy case. It is easy to use existing M a t l a b routines to calculate singular values of compact operators defined on finite dimensional spaces once
the channel operator has been specified as a matrix expressed in terms of orthonormal bases. In the finite power case, the space of source functions does not necessarily
carry an inner product structure and therefore we need to develop alternative algorithms
to calculate the singular values as explained in the previous section. Secondly, one
needs to calculate the received field for each one of the (orthonormal) source functions in the presence of randomly placed scatterers. Finally one needs to calculate the
transfer matrix in terms of the Schauder bases for the source and receiver functions
and calculate the singular values of the operator r „ . The first two tasks were completed using programs written in C++ and the last one was undertaken using M a t l a b
in the finite energy case and C + + in the finite power case. The source code used
for these programs can be found on the attached compact disk or downloaded from
http://users.rsise.anu.edu.au/~somaraju.
The interactive C++ program consist of five files and allows the user to calculate the
orthonormal source functions and the received field. Several settings such as loss resistance and simulation domain size can be set interactively before starting the simulations.
The functionality of different files in the program is briefly explained below.
m a i n . c p p : The program execution starts in the function m a i n () within this file.
f i e l d . c p p , f i e l d . h p p : These files are used to define the f i e l d object. This
object is used to calculate the electromagnetic field for a given set of sources and
scatterers possibly in the presence of a perfectly matched layer (PML) (see subsection 4.3.2). The field object allows the user to specify the simulation region,
step sizes, the number of randomly placed scatterers in the simulation region and
the position of all the sources and their magnitudes. One can also specify if the
simulation domain has a PML. Once all the above have been specified, the simulation can start and the field object can be used to calculate the electromagnetic
field after n time steps by calling the function t i m e S t e p ( i n t n ) .
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field-util .cpp, f ield.util .hpp: These files contain several utility functions
that can be used on objects of the f i e l d class.
gramSchmidt. cpp, gramSchmidt. hpp: These files are used to calculate the orthonormal source functions. The basis expansion of the orthonormal source functions in terms of the subset of the Schauder basis { x j ^ i is stored in a file. See
subsection 4.3.1 for a more detailed description of the algorithms used in this file.
receiverField.cpp,receiverField.hpp: These files are used to calculate
the field at several randomly placed receivers in the presence of randomly placed
scatterers and the calculated fields are stored in a file. See subsection 4.3.2 for a
more detailed description.
svalClass.cpp, svalClass.hpp Objects of this class are used to calculate the
generalised singular values in the finite power case as explained in subsection 4.3.3
genSval.cpp,genSval.hpp The functions in this file are used to perform the
maximisation routines for calculating the generalised singular values. Functions
from the the GNU scientific library are used to perform the maximisation (see
h t t p : / / www. g n u . o r g / s o f t w a r e / g s l / ) .
sval .m The matlab file s v a l .m uses the orthonormal basis expansion and receiver
fields calculated using the C++ program to evaluate the singular values of SWCs
in the finite energy case.

4.3.1

Calculating Orthonormal Source Functions for Xr^t^

Suppose { x , } g i is an orthonormal basis in
C^). Then the set { x J ^ j is a complete Schauder basis for Xr^to
respect to the norm || • \\xJ.^ (see theorem 2.3).
However, the functions are not orthogonal with respect to the inner product (-, •)xJ.^
where,

(Ji,
h
= fo

= Rioss

Jo°

= / i + /2

with
t)drdt

IT

E t ( r , io)E2(r, to)dv + ^

and

H ^ ( r , io)H2(r, to)dr.

The source functions
need to be orthonormalised with respect to the inner product (•,
using the Gram-Schmidt process.
In order to calculate the inner product

for a given time instant to, one

needs to calculate both Ii and I2 in the above equation. However, to calculate I2, one
needs to calculate the fields generated by the source functions at time instant to in free
space. Therefore the simulation region needs to be as big as the distance travelled by
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light in the time to. This makes the simulation region extremely large and the numerical
computations take a great amount of time. We can however assume that the sources are
contained in a cell made of a perfect electric conductor. Suppose Q.' is such a cell and
fl'int is the interior of this cell. If
is defined by
/^ = 6o/

E[*{r,to)E',{r,to)dr

+ -

[

H[*{r,to)n',{r,to)dr,

then Ii + I2 defines an inner product on the space of source current densities. Here,
E- and HJ are the electric and magnetic fields generated by the sources J^ for i = 1,2
that are contained within the cell Q'. Now, the norm defined by this inner product
gives the total energy radiated by the sources. Because the perfect electrical conductors
absorb no energy, this norm is actually equal to the norm induced by the inner product
{•,-)xTto' Therefore we can tell from the parallelogram law for inner products that
I2 = l2- Because the perfect conductors are also perfect reflectors of electromagnetic
radiation, the field outside the conductors is zero. Therefore, we can reduce the total
simulation region and speed up the calculation of the orthonormal source functions by
using I2 instead of I2.

4.3.2

Calculating the Receiver Field

FDTD simulations using the Yee scheme [50] are used to calculate the field at different
receiver locations for a given source function (see eg. [51-54]). Sixteen points per
wavelength were chosen in each cartesian direction to minimise the effects of numerical
dispersion (see eg [52]). In order to maximise the distance between the transmitting and
receiving volumes, it was decided that Perfectly Matched Layers (PMLs) be used^ [56|.
PMLs are absorbing layers that do not reflect any of the electromagnetic waves that are
incident upon them and the magnitude of electromagnetic waves reduces exponentially
as they travel in the PML. Also, reflective scatterers were placed at random locations
in the simulation region. The reflective scatterers were also placed within the PML.
This enables one to model the effect of distant scatterers because the PML reduces the
magnitude of the electromagnetic waves and the total energy reflected is very small. The
received field is calculated at random positions within the simulation region. Figure 4.2
on page 68 shows an example of a typical simulation region.

4.3.3

Calculating the Generalised Singular Values

In the finite energy case, the spaces of source and receiver functions are Hilbert spaces.
Therefore, as was proven in theorem 3.5, the generalised singular values of the channel
^Also see [52,55]
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operator are equal to the traditionally accepted notion of the singular values of compact
operators defined on Hilbert spaces. There are several well known methods that can
be used to calculate these singular values and the M a t l a b function SVD is used to
calculate these singular values.
In the finite power case, the space of source functions is not an inner product space.
Therefore a new program was written in C++ in order to calculate the generalised singular values. Suppose { X T , X R , T) is an SWC and {x,},"^! is a complete Schauder basis
for XT and r „ = Fl^p^^j^^jn is the restriction of T to the span of the first n vectors in
the Schauder basis. Then we'know from theorem 4.1 that the singular values of r „ are
approximately equal to those of F for n large enough. Therefore, we only need to calculate the singular values of the operator r „ . The algorithm described after theorem 4.2 is
used to calculate these generalised singular values and the results of these calculations
are presented in the following section.

4.4

Results and Discussion

The singular values of various SWCs were calculated. The source resistance, number
of scatterers and the receiver and scatterer locations were varied and the results of these
simulations are presented in this subsection. The simulations were performed under the
following conditions (see figure 4.2 on page 68):
1. Because we are performing the simulations in 2D, the sources and scatterers were
assumed to be invariant in the z-direction and only transverse magnetic fields were
considered^. The sources and receivers were assumed to be restricted to within
squares of sizes lA x lA or 2A x 2A.
2. The total size of the simulation region is 16A x 256A (c.f. Xu and Janaswamy [37]
where the simulation region is of a similar size). It was decided that 16 grid
points be chosen per wavelength in order to minimise the effect of dispersion (see
eg [52]). The simulation region was surrounded by a PML of thickness 2A which
proved to be sufficient to absorb all the incident electromagnetic waves.
3. The center of the source was always located at 8A x 8A. Ten receivers were placed
at random locations in the half of the simulation region that did not contain the
source. A variable number of scatterers were placed both within the simulation
region and in the PML. The scatterers were assumed to be perfectly conducting
materials of variable length between lA and 4A. The exact form of the scatterers is
not important because we are using them to create a rich scattering environment.
Reciprocity between the electric and magnetic fields shows that exactly the same behavior can be
observed for the transverse electric case.
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Figure 4.3 on page 69 shows the first twenty singular values of a typical SWC in
the finite energy case. In this figure, the field was calculated at 10 randomly placed
receivers. Hundred scatterers were randomly placed in the simulation region and the
loss resistance was assumed to be
The error bars indicate the variability of the
singular values for different receivers. The number of degrees of freedom for this SWC
at level-lO"'* is about 6.
This behavior is typical of all the SWCs that were simulated. No 'knee' type behavior is detected for any of the simulations performed. The essential dimension of all the
simulated channels is 1. This is similar to the behavior predicted by Xu et. al. [37] and
other numerical results [34,361. Notice that the 'knee' type behavior is only observed
in analytic evaluations of singular values of channels with specific assumptions made
about the sources and/or scatterers [25,26,28,31]. For instance, in Bucci et. al. [25] it
was assumed that all sources and scatterers were constrained to a ball of radius a. In
Miller [26] it was assumed that the sources and receivers were rectangular prisms. In
Poon et. al. it was assumed that the scatterers coupled the electromagnetic field from
the source to the receiver only if the source radiation was within some solid angle (see
section 1.4).
Figure 4.4 on page 70 shows how the singular values change with varying loss resistance Rioss in the finite energy case. As expected, as the loss resistance increases, the
generalised singular values decrease. This is because most of the energy is lost as heat
in the transmitting antenna. The energy lost as heat is comparable to the energy radiated
if the loss resistance is about 10. Therefore, below this value of loss resistance, the total
energy radiated dominates and there is little change in the singular values as the loss
resistance changes.
Figure 4.5 on page 71 shows the behavior of the singular values with increasing
number of scatterers in the finite energy case. As the number of scatterers increases,
the singular values reduce in magnitude. This is explained if one examines the physical situation modeled by the simulation region. Reflective scatterers that are randomly
placed between the source and the receiver ensure that a large fraction of the energy is
reflected. Therefore, the total energy in the receiver is reduced. However, the amount
of reduction in the magnitude of the singular values e„ reduces with increasing n. This
indicates that there are a greater number of reflected signals in the path with increasing
number of scatterers. Therefore, the smaller singular values are effected less by the
increasing number of scatterers due to the presence of multiple reflective paths.
Figure 4.6 on page 72 shows the behavior of the singular values for zero loss resistance in the finite energy case. In this case the singular values show a similar behavior to the case where the loss resistance is not zero. This is contrary to what is
predicted by Wallace and Jensen [43]. If the norm on the space of source functions is
given by the total power/energy radiated the resulting operator of the SWC need not
be compact. Therefore, the singular values should not go to zero. However, because
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the channel operator is not compact in this case, the theory developed in this thesis can
not be used. Specifically, we can not prove that the singular values of the operator r „
approach those of F. This is to be expected because the operator r „ defined on a finite dimensional space is compact but the operator F is not. Therefore we cannot have
lim„^oo ||r„ - F|| = 0 because the uniform operator limit of a compact operator must
be compact.
Figure 4.7 on page 73 shows the values'* e^ for various values of loss resistance calculated for the finite power case. If
is the m"® singular value of the channel operator
F and
is the m"' singular value of F„ then e^ is an upper bound for
The legend
shows the loss resistance in Ohms for different plots shown in the figure. The values e^
were calculated by maximising the function in equation (4.17). The maximisation was
performed by choosing a random initial vector and this procedure was repeated several
times. The error bars in the graph indicate the maximum range of e^ for different initial
vectors. As expected as the loss resistance increases e^ gets smaller. It should be noted
that the loss resistance chosen was always greater than 5 ^ . This is because of the following: it is possible to get high concentrations of energy in a small receiving volume
R for arbitrarily small amount of radiated power (e.g. think of a source between two
perfect reflectors, so that all the energy ever radiated by the source is restricted to be
between the reflectors).
Therefore it is possible to have current configurations for which the radiated power is
close to zero. The total power radiated is calculated using Poynting's theorem. In order
to use Poynting's theorem one needs to calculate the vector product of the electric and
magnetic fields on a surface enclosing the source. However, because the Yee scheme is
used for FTDT simulations, the electric field is calculated on integer grid points and the
magnetic field is calculated on half-integer grid points. Therefore if the surface is on
the integer grid points then one can only approximate the magnetic field on the surface.
Therefore there is a small, but inevitable numerical error that enters the calculation of
the total power radiated. This error is not significant when the loss resistance is large
because the functions which radiate very small amount of energy but still concentrate
high amounts of energy in the receiving volume tend to have high amplitudes. Therefore
the total power lost as heat is high and this factor dominates the power used by the source
functions. However, for small loss resistances, it is possible that a numerical calculation
of the total power used to set up a current might be negative and this could result in
some absurdly large values for singular values. So different types of simulations need
to be performed to study the performance of the channel for smaller loss resistances.
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Figure 4.3: Singular Values for Finite Energy Case
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Figure 4.4: Variation of Singular Values with Loss Resistance
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4.5

Chapter Conclusion

In this chapter I showed that it is possible to use perturbation theory to calculate the
essential dimension of the scalar waveform channel studied by Miller [26]. But, as
it is generally not possible to analytically calculate the degrees of freedom, numerical
techniques are required. In this chapter I prove that if the normed space on which the
compact operator is defined has a complete Schauder basis then we can use numerical
techniques similar to Galerkin's method. I proved in theorem 4.1 that the singular values of finite dimensional approximations of an operator approach those of the original
operator if the domain of the operator has a complete Schauder basis. I also developed
an alternative formulation of singular values in theorem 4.2 that is more conducive to
numerical calculations. Numerical simulations were performed in both the finite energy
and finite power cases using the finite-difference time-domain ( F D T D ) method and the
simulation results were presented in section 4.4 The main contributions of this chapter
are:
1. Used perturbation theory to analytically calculate the essential dimension of a
scalar waveform channel.
2. Developed a numerical technique to calculate normed space generalised singular
values.
3. Numerical results of simulations were presented.
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Chapter 5
Uncertainty Principles for Energy
Concentrations
Uncertainty Principles (UPs) have gained great popularity since Heisenberg [57], The
famous original example is Heisenberg's Uncertainty Principle: it is impossible to exactly measure the location and the momentum of a particle simultaneously. This is a
special case of a more general framework, which may be formulated (via various Hilbert
space techniques) to apply to a wide range of scenarios.
In a communication theory setting, a similar uncertainty principle has been well
known: that a signal cannot be arbitrarily confined in both time and frequency. The
reader is directed to Slepian [49] for a discussion. The works of Landau, Slepian and
Pollak [27,30,58] has formalised this result, although without explicit reference to the
operator theoretic nature of the problem'. Similar to the classical UP, one can generalise
this UP to arbitrary operators on Hilbert spaces as well. This generalisation is particularly pertinent to SWCs. We shall pose the following question: Given a signal (source
current) which has energy in one volume VA_, how well can we constrain a function
(electromagnetic field) of that signal to have energy in another volume VB?
The remainder of this chapter is arranged as follows: In Section 5.1 I collate classic results on uncertainty and formulate UPs in terms of operator theoretic terminology.
Section 5.2 develops an Uncertainty Principle for communication between volumes with
a particular form of operator channel. In section 5.3 I prove a second uncertainty principle and explain its interpretation in a communication theory setting.

5.1

A Review of the Uncertainty Principle

Before explaining the Uncertainty Principle, we develop some relevant notation.
' L a n d a u provides some work in this regard [27].
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5.1.1

Notation

Following Selig [29], let
be a Hilbert space with inner product (•, •) and norm || • || =
Further, let ^ be a linear operator with domain V{A) C H and range in
H . We then define the normalised expectation value, TAU) and standard deviation
(uncertainty), C7yi(/) of the operator A with respect to f e T>{A) to be [29]

a^if) ^

\\{A-T4f))fl

(5.2)

If the domain of some operator A is dense in H then we can define its adjointylt using
the following equation [48]
{Ax, y) = (x, A^y)

Vx G V{A),y

G V{A^).

(5.3)

The domain of V{A'^) consists of vectors x e H such that the function
y^

{x,Ay)

(which is a linear map defined on a dense subset of H ) is a continuous linear functional.
Furthermore, A is said to be Hermitian or self-adjoint if ^ = A^. Therefore, for a
self-adjoint operator
{Ax,y)

= {x,Ay)

yx,yeV{A).

(5.4)

Any operator that obeys equation (5.4) is said to be symmetric. Note that it is possible
that an operator A is symmetric but not self-adjoint if its domain V{A) is not dense in

n.
Given two linear operators A and B with domains V{A) and V{B)
commutator is defined as
[/I, B] = AB-

respectively, the

BA

and the anti-commutator is defined as
[A,B]+ = AB + BA
with domains V{AB) n V{BA) for either one. The operators A and B are said to
commute with each other if [A, B] = 0. Otherwise they are called non-commutative
operators.
Also, let L2[M] be the set of all square integrable real-valued functions defined on
the real line with norm ||/||2 = ( / , fY^'^- Here the inner product (•, •) is defined as
i f , 9)=

r
f{t)W)dt.
J—oo

(5.5)
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We can now think of ||/||^ as the energy of the function / G L^[M.]. The angle between
two non-zero functions / and g is defined as

We also define
oo

/

(5.7)

•oo

to be the fourier transform of f{x) whenever this integral exists.

5.1.2

The Classical Uncertainty Principle

The classical uncertainty principle states that the concurrent values of two non-commuting
observables such as position and momentum cannot be precisely determined in any
quantum state. That is, the standard deviation of two non-commuting operators cannot
be made arbitrarily small simultaneously.
Theorem 5.1. If A and B are two self-adjoint operators on a Hilbert space H, then
\\(A - a)f\\\\{B

-

h)f\\>\\{[A,B]fJ)\

for all f e V{AB) n V{BA) and all a, 6 G R. Equality holds precisely when {A and {B — b)f are purely imaginary scalar multiples of one another.

a)f

Selig realizes that the only property of self-adjoint operators required in the proof of
the above theorem is given by equation (5.4). He therefore reformulates theorem 5.1 in
terms of symmetric operators.
Theorem 5.2. [29, theorem 3.4] If A and B are two symmetric operators on a Hilbert
space H, then

for all f € V{AB) n V{BA) and all a, 6 G R. Equality holds precisely when {A - a)f
and {B — b)f are purely imaginary scalar multiples of one another.
Proof Let A, B, a, b and / be as stated in the theorem. From the Cauchy-Schwarz
inequality we have
2||(i? -

- a)f\\ = 2\{iB - b)f, (/I -

a)f)\

= 2m{{B-b)f,{A-a)f)}'
m{B-b)f,{A-a)f)}'Y/'
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+
(5.8)

Here, 3?{ } and
} denote the real and imaginary parts of a complex number. We can
evaluate the real and imaginary parts of {{B - b ) f , {A - a ) f ) .
2iQ{{{B

- b)f,

- a ) / ) } = {{B - b ) f , {A - a ) f )
-{{A-a)f,{B-b)f)
= {{A-a){B-b)fJ)
-{{B-b){A-a)f,f)
= {[A-aI,B-bI]fJ)
= {[A,B]f,f)

(5.9)

The symmetry of the operators is used in the second step and the fact that scalar multiplication commutes with all linear operators is used in the last. Also,
- b ) f , (A - a ) f ) = {{B - b ) f , (A - a ) f )
+ {{A-a)f,{B-b)f)
^ {[A-aI,B-bI]+fJ)

(5.10)

Substituting equations (5.10) and (5.9) into equation (5.8) proves the theorem.

•

Theorem 5.2 is valid for arbitrary values of a and 6. However, the left hand side
of the inequality in this theorem is minimized if a and b are the magnitudes of the
projection vectors of
and Bf onto / , respectively. That is
mm\\Af-af\\

=

\\Af

-

= \\Af-TM)f\\
=

M I )

Note that ( J A { f ) is the uncertainty (standard deviation) of the operator A. Therefore we
obtain the following special case of the UP.
Corollary 5.2.1. [29, Corollary 3.6] If A and B are two symmetric
Hubert space Ti, then
aA{f)aBif)

> y\{[A,B]fJ)\^

+

operators

4cow\^{f)

for all f e V{AB) n V{BA) and all a,5 € R. Equality holds precisely
TA{f))f and {B — Tsif))/
are scalar multiples of one another.
Here, the covariance of the operators A and B is defined as
COV AB(f)

=

- ^ A ( f ) I , B - TB{f)I] + f , f )
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on a

when {A

-

Heisenberg's Uncertainty Principle
The first UP discovered by Heisenberg is a special case of Corollary 5.2.1. We can
derive Heisenberg's UP by substituting Af = - f , the position operator and Bf = - i f ,
the momentum operator into corollary 5.2.1. Here i = v ^ - Making this substitution^
and noting that [A, B]f ^ i f v/e get
aAifMf)

>

+

>

l\{[A,B]f,f)\

=

\ m j ) \

-

\\\fr

Here, o a U ) ^nd <^B{f) are the uncertainties in position and momentum respectively.
Note that equality is attained iff {A - TA{f)) f and {B - t b ( / ) ) / are purely imaginary
scalar multiples of each other (see Theorem 5.1). That is
-^f'{x)

- TBiDfix)

= ir{x - T ^ ( / ) ) / ( x )

and r G M. Therefore, f(x) is a complex gaussian function:
fix) =
for some c e C and r > 0. Here a = TA{f) and b = T s i f ) are the expectation values of
the position and momentum operators respectively.
Heisenberg's principle shows that a quantum system described by a wave function
/ cannot have precise values for position and momentum at the same time. This principle is often stated in terms of a function and its fourier transform as explained in the
following theorem .
Theorem 5.3. [29, theorem 6.1]] Let f G ^^(M), ||/|| = 1 and set
^o

=

iOo =
Ax

=

Aoj

=

j

x\f{x)fdx
j
j{x-Xof\fix)\'dx

^We can make this substitution because both operators are symmetric.
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whenever these integrals exist. Then AxAu
> 7r/2, where equality is attained i f f
f{x) = [r
12
^ > g.
The theorem is proved trivially by noting that cr^(/) = A x and (Tb(/) = Aa;/27r,
where Aj = • / and Bf = - i f [29],
This theorem gives valuable insight into how localized a function can be in both
time and frequency. If one defines Ax and Aa; to be the root mean square (RMS) measure of approximate time duration and bandwidth of the signal, respectively, then the
theorem says that the product of time duration and bandwidth of a function is bounded
from below by 7r/2. Therefore, if the time-spread gets very small, the frequency-spread
must be large and vice-versa. It therefore validates our intuition that a function cannot
simultaneously be both time and frequency limited.
Though a very good qualitative tool, this theorem is inadequate for the purposes
of signal processing. The theorem does not for instance answer the question, given a
bandlimited function (i.e. f{u) = 0 for a; ^
how much of the energy of
/ is 'concentrated' in any finite duration of time. This would be useful in answering
the question: "given a bandlimited channel, how much of the transmitted signal can a
receiver measure over a finite period of time?"

5.1.3

An Uncertainty Principle for energy concentrations

Landau and Pollak propose that for the purposes of signal processing, a more relevant uncertainty principle should use sharper measures of concentrations in time and
frequency than the one used in Heisenberg's principle [30]. To help derive their uncertainty principle [30] define V ^ {f : f e L^iM], f{t) = 0 V|i| > T/2} to be the class
of all time-limited functions and B = {f : / G L2[M],/(a;) = 0 V|a;| > Q} to be
the class of all band-limited functions. Here, f{uj) is the fourier transform of f{t) as
defined in equation (5.7). Also T, the time duration and W = Q/2TT, the bandwidth are
fixed for the remainder of this chapter. It is easy to prove [58] that V and B are complete
subspaces of L^[IR].
We can therefore define the projection operators B :
^
and D :
L2[R] ^ L^[R] as follows

Bf{t)

=

(5.12)

Note that the ranges of operators B and D are B and V, respectively. Using these
operators we can calculate the fraction of energy, a^ of any function / G
in the
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finite duration of time [ - T / 2 , T / 2 ] .
\\Df\\

2

(5.13)

22 •

Similarly, we can calculate,

the fraction of energy of a function in a finite bandwidth

Il2

Note that q,/3 < 1.
Prolate Spheroidal Wave Functions
Slepian and Pollak [58] show that the prolate spheroidal functions are eigenfunctions of
the finite fourier transform and discuss several interesting properties for these functions.
In the following I motivate the usefulness of these functions and list some of their key
properties.
A special case of the UP for energy concentrations arises when we choose the functions to be time-limited, i.e. / e P or equivalently, a = 1. The UP then puts constraints
on the values /3 can take as explained in the following theorem.
Theorem 5.4. Let f{t) G V. Then, fi^ = \\Bf\\l/\\f\\l < Xq. Equality is achieved
if and only if f{t) = cDij;o{t), where ipo{t) is an eigenfunction corresponding to the
largest eigenvalue Aq of the integral equation

m) = r

J-T/2 7r(< - s)
and c is an arbitrary multiplicative constant.
Proof Let f{t) and f3 be as stated in the theorem. Then,
Bf{t) =
1 r^
fT/2
-T/2
^^ J-U
J-T/2
Because,

f
J

- c

J-T/2

- S)

sinQ{t - u ) sinQ.{u - s)^^^ _ smQ{t - s)
n{t - u) Tr{u - s)
Tr{t - s)
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<5.5)

we have
CX)

/

=

•00 Bf{t)Bf{t)dt

J-0.J-T/2J-T/2

<u-t)

/
/
J-T/2 J-T/2

- s)

T:{t-s)

'

^f{u)f{s)duds

It is well known that the maximum value of the right hand side is Aq, the largest eigenvalue of the integral equation (5.15) [591. The maximum is attained when / = cDipo
is the time-limited version of the corresponding eigenfunction. Here, c is an arbitrary
multiplicative constant. Note that / is proportional to D^/'o and not to V'o because ipo is
not time-limited.

•

We can conclude from this theorem that the time-limited function that has the greatest fraction of energy in the finite bandwidth W is cDtpo. From the symmetry of the
fourier transform, we can also deduce that the bandlimited function that has maximum
energy in the finite time interval [~T/2,T/2]

is

= cipo-^ We therefore have the fol-

lowing corollary.
Corollary 5.4.1. Let f{t)
and only if fit)

G B. Then,

= \\Df\\l/\\f\\l < Aq. Equality is achieved if

= cipoit), where i>o{t) is an eigenfunction

eigenvalue Aq of the integral

corresponding

to the largest

equation

(5.16)
J-T/2

nt

- S)

and c is an arbitrary multiplicative

constant.

The integral equation (5.15) is the defining equation for the prolate spheroidal wave
functions. Therefore they play an important role in the analysis of time/frequency limited functions. Slepian and Pollak [58] prove that there exist a countably infinite set of
functions

V'i(0' '^2{t), • • • and a set of positive real numbers Aq > Ai > A2 > . . .

that satisfy the integral equation (5.15), that is

^Mt)=rJ-T/2

smQ{t-s)

-T/2

<5.17)

~

Equivalently, we can write this equation in terms of our operators B and D
AiVi(i) =

BDxI^iit)

^In fact the symmetry argument tells us that g = cB^/jq. But, it turns out that tpo is band limited, i.e.

Bipo = ipo
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Hence, A^ and ipi are eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of the operator BD,

respectively.

The functions tpi are called the prolate spheroidal wave functions. They have several
interesting properties'*:
1. The set of functions {^po{t),ipi{t),...} is bandlimited, complete in B and orthonormal in
= Sij,
where Sij is the Kronecker-Delta.
2. The set of functions {DV'o(i), Dtpi{t),...}

is time-limited, complete in V and

orthogonal in L'^[R]:
(DV-i, DiPj) ^

XAj

This implies that the energy of V'i in the time interval [-T/2, T/2] is A^.
3. The dependance of tpi and A, on T and Q has been suppressed in the notation
used. In fact, 7pi{t) = 7pi{t,T,c) and A; = A,(c), where c = nT/2.

The fact that

Ai only depends on QT and not on Q. and T separately becomes significant when
one discusses the dimensionality of the time-bandwidth product.
4. For all i, A, < 1. Also, the eigenvalues fall off rapidly to zero once i > 2C/-K —
WT. Therefore, for i > WT, ipi has little energy in the time-interval [~T/2, T/2].
Further, for fixed i, Aj increases with increasing values of c (see [58] for tabulated
values of A^). That is, the greater the time-bandwidth product, the greater the
concentration of energy of V'i(i) in [—T/2, T/2].
For the remainder of this chapter let ipi denote the prolate spheroidal wave functions and
let Aj denote the corresponding eigenvalues.
The Uncertainty Principle
Let / G L2[R] be a nonzero function. We already know that a = J L ^ and f3 =

^

cannot simultaneously be equal to 1. Landau and Pollok [30] show tnat a and /? cannot
simultaneously be arbitrarily close to 1. Specifically, they prove
Theorem 5.5. [30, theorem 2} Let 0 < a,j3 < I. Then there exists a function f G
L^[R], II/II2 = I with \\Dfh ^aand
\\Bfh = (3 if and only if {a, p) ^ (0,1) and
( a , / 3 ) ^ ( l , 0 ) and
cos~^ a -I- cos~^ (3 > cos~^
••See [30,58] for more details
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where Aq is the largest eigenvalue of the equation
XtP =

BD^

This theorem constrains the possible values of a and (3 because Aq < 1 [58]. Therefore, we can conclude that any function cannot have arbitrarily large fractions of energy
in both a finite time duration and a finite frequency bandwidth.
Alternatively, if e^ = 1 then / is said to be e^-concentrated to the frequency
interval [-W, W], Similarly, if e^ = 1 then / is said to be crconcentrated to the
time interval [-T/2, T/2]. Also, / is said to have 'fraction out of band energy' (FOBE)
bandwidth W and FOBE time duration T. The UP then implies ^
sin ^ €t + sin ^ e^ > cos ^

\/Xo{flT)

The principle constrains the range of values the product JIT can take exactly like in the
classical principle.
We will show in the next section that this theorem is a special case of a more general
theorem just like Heisenberg's UP is a special case of the classical uncertainty principle
as alluded to by [SO]. We show that this more general theory can be used to understand
certain fundamental limits on communication through arbitrary channels.

5.2

A General Uncertainty Principle

Though the UP derived in the previous section is for a function defined on the real line
and its fourier transform, the principle can be extended to include arbitrary transforms
defined on R". To derive results similar to those in the previous two sections for general
transformations we need to ask what are the essential properties of the operators B and
D. It turns out that the key property is that the subspaces B and T> form a nonzero
minimum angle. Before deriving these results, we explain the physical model.

5.2.1

Physical Problem and Notation

Let ^ and ^ be two Hilbert spaces with inner-products (•, •)x and (•, •)Y and norms
II. II = (.,
and II • ||y = {-,
respectively. Let T : ^ ^ ^ be a linear operator
and let
/ = r/.

(5.18)

Let I? C ^ and A C
Also let B =
be the image of the set A under T.
Physically, we can interpret
to be a set of possible transmitter functions and ^ to
' S e e property 3 of the prolate spheroidal functions in section 5.1.3
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be a set of possible receiver functions and F to be some operator which determines
what receiver function each transmitter function generates. Also, because of physical
constraints (e.g. transmitted signals must be bandlimited) the transmitter might not be
able to generate all the functions in the transmitter function space
So one can
interpret A to be the set of transmitter functions that a physical transmitter can generate.
Therefore, B is the set of functions that the transmitter can generate at the receiver and
will also be referred to as the space of transmitter functions. Similarly, the receiver
might not be able to measure all functions that are in the receiver space due to physical
constraints (e.g. received signals can only be measured over a finite time-duration). One
can think of the set V as the set of functions that the receiver can measure and it will be
referred to as the space of receiver functions.
Let us also assume that the sets V and B are complete subspaces of
We can then
define projection operators D
^ and B :
^ ^ such that L ' ( ^ ) = V and
= B. We can also define an angle between these two subspaces as follows:
e { B , V ) =

inf

(5.19)

e{f,g).

feB,gev

Finally, given any linear operator L •.

yes^

5.2.2

^

we can define the operator norm

mW

An Uncertainty Principle for arbitrary subspaces

One can think of ||/||2. as the energy of a function / €
Then a^ = i l ^ / | | y / | | / | | y
is the fraction of energy of / in the space of receiver functions and
= ||5/||y/||/||y
is the fraction of the energy of / in the space of transmitter functions. In order to prove
the Uncertainty Principle, we need the following lemma.

Lemma 5.6.

Let f , g , h e

Then,

(5.20)

9 { f , g ) < e { f , h ) + ei9,h).
Proof.

Let / = / / | | / | | y and

g = g/\\g\\Y.

Then

\Y\
=

COS-' ^ { { f , g ) }

=

0{lg)

(5.21)
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Let 9{f,g)

0. Otherwise, there is nothing to prove. A l s o , let S = span{f,g}

be the

space o f all functions spanned by / and g. Then this space is c o m p l e t e and w e can write
h = h/\\h\\Y as [481
/i = /i" +

h^,

where /i" G S and h-^ is orthogonal to both / and g. Because II/iI'IIk < H/'^Hy = 1 w e
have
9{f,h)

=

eifji)

=

cos-'mf,h)}

=

(5.22)

Similarly,
(5.23)

9{g,h)>9{g,h^\)
N o w , if0(^,/7JI) = 0 then the p r o o f is c o m p l e t e because 0{f,g)
9{f,h)<9{f,h)

+

If0(5,/i")

= 9{f,g)

= 9{f,h^\)

<

9{g,h).

0, let

h

=

h^^/WhHv,

(5-24)

h,

=

9 - h { 9 X )
\\{9-h,{g,hr)\\y

(525)

be t w o unit vectors that are orthogonal to each other and w h o s e span is S.

W e can

therefore write,
/

=

a i h i + a2h2

(5.26)

g

=

+62/22

(5.27)

where ai =

a[ + ia", 02 = «2 +

=

+

62 =

63 + ib'^ are c o m p l e x

numbers. From the orthogonality o f hi and /12 w e have
cos0(/,/i")

=

a'l

(5.28)

cos0(5,/j'l)

=

b[

(5.29)

=

^{a\bi+a;b2}

(5.30)

=

a[b[ + a'^b'^ + a'lb'l + a'^b'^

cos9{f,g)
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(5.31)

Here, a* is the complex conjugate of a^. From the orthogonality of hi and h2 and the
fact that / and g have unit norm, we have
af + a f + a ' l + a f

=

1

(5.32)

bf + b'l^ + b'i + b f

=

1

(5.33)

We can thinic of (a'/, a2> 4 ' ) and {b", 63,62) as two three dimensional vectors. Then the
Cauchy-Schwarz inequality gives us
/af + af + a^^b'i'' + bf + b'^ > |a'/6'; +

+

Here, I • I denotes the absolute value of a real number. Therefore,
a'[b'[ + a'^b'^ + a'^b'^ > -^af

+ af + a ' i +

+ b'i

(5.34)

Now,
cos(0(/,/ill) + 0(5,/ill))

(5.35)

= cos(0(/,/ill))cos(0(5,/i"))
- sin(0(/, /ill)) sm{e{g, /i"))

(5.36)
(5.37)

= a[b\ - ^l-af^l-bf
= a[b[ - yjaf

+ a f + a'^^b'^ +

+ b'i

(5.38)
(5.39)

< a[b[ + a'lb'; + a'^bl + a'^b'^
= cos(0(/,5))

(5.40)

We get equation (5.37) from equations (5.28) and (5.29). Equations (5.32) and (5.33)
are used to get (5.38) and finally we use inequality (5.34) to get (5.39). Now, from the
monotonicity of cos, we have
(5.41)

9U,9)<0{f,h})+e{g,h}).

Substituting inequalities (5.22) and (5.23) into the above and using equation (5.21)
proves the lemma.
•
The uncertainty principle constrains the range of values that a and fi can take provided the subspaces B and V form a non-zero minimum angle.
Theorem 5.7. [The Uncertainty Principle] If the two subspaces B and T> form a nonzero minimum angle 60 then
cos"^a-h cos"^/3 > 00.

(5.42)
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Proof. From the definition of 6 { f , g) we have
cos(0(/,D/))

=

l|0/||v-||/||y
m D f , D f ) }
WD/WYUWY

WDfh
=

a.

We get the second step in the above derivation from the fact that f = Df + f - Df and
if - D f , D f ) = 0. Similarly we have, P = cos(0(/, B f ) ) . Therefore from lemma 5.6
we get
cos-i a + c o s - i =

e{f,Df)+0{f,Bf)

> 0{Df,Bf)
>

Oo.

We get the last step from the fact that Df

e V and Bf

£ B and these two subspaces

have the minimum angle 00We can calculate the minimum angle between the two subspaces by calculating the
norm of the operator BD and this is the subject of our next theorem.
Theorem 5.8. The angle between two complete subspaces
operators B and D is
E{B,V)
Proof

= cos-'\\BD\\Y

B and V with

projection

(5.43)

The angle between the two subspaces is given by
e{B,V)

=

inf
e{f,g)
feB,g€V

(5.44)
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Using cos 9 { f , g) from the proof of the last theorem, we can write
cose{B,V)

=

sup
feB,gev
ll/l|y=l,||sl|y=l
sup

^{{Bf,Dg)}

ll/l|y=i,llffl|y=i
sup

^{{f,BDg)}

ll/l|y=i,|lsl|y=i
=

\\BD\\Y

Here, we get the second to last step from the fact that B is self adjoint and the last step
from the definition of the operator norm.
•

5.2.3

Discussion

The UP in theorem 5.7 has a very simple physical interpretation based on a very simple
geometric idea. If the space of all the functions that a transmitter can generate and the
space of all the functions a receiver can receive form a non-zero minimum angle then
there exist no functions that can have arbitrarily large fractions of energy in these two
spaces of functions. Also, one can find the minimum angle between these two subspaces
using projection operators as explained in theorem 5.8.
Note that because B and D are projection operators we have, for B,V ^ {0},
\\B\\Y

= \\D\\Y

= 1. T h e r e f o r e , \\BD\\Y

< \\B\\Y\\D\\Y

=

1. If \\BD\\

= 1 then

the uncertainty principle is not very useful because for all a and (3 we have cos~^ a +
cos"^ /3 > cos"^ 1 = 0. So the theorem is only useful if we can prove that
< 1
which is the case for the time-bandwidth problem considered by Landau and Pollak [27].
In order to find ||i?D||y one still needs to evaluate the projection operators B and D.
It is fairly easy to do this for the projection operator D if the subspace S> is known. For
instance if
is
and if the receiver can only measure functions for a time-duration
of T seconds, then the projection operator can be defined as in equation (5.11).
There seems to be no general way in which one can define the projection operator
B. One exception to this is the case where T is compact. In this case one can use the
singular value decomposition (SVD) for the operator T to define the operator B. We
can write [47]
r

=
J
=

(5.45)
j
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Here, aj is the j"* singular value of T and 4>j and tpj are the
left and right singular
functions of F, respectively. From equation (5.45) it is obvious that if a function belongs
to B then it must be in the span of the set of right singular functions {^/jj} of F. Moreover,
because the functions ipj are orthonormal in
we can define the projection operator
B :
^
Was

5.3

A Second General Uncertainty principle

In this section I prove a second general UP that can be used to constrain the total amount
of energy that can be concentrated in the receiving volume. We prove a slightly modified
version of the general uncertainty theorem proved in Donoho an Stark [60]. In the
following L^[V], L'^[V] and L°°[V] are the spaces of real or complex valued functions
defined on 1/ c M^ with finite Li (|| • ||i =
|), L2 (|| • ||i = Jy\and L^
( I I • I I 0 0 = supy. I • |) norms, respectively.
T h e o r e m 5.9. Suppose f G
and satisfies

f)

aiidT : f ^

f , where f G

f l L'

1- ll/l|2 = a | | / | | 2
2. | | / | | o o < / 3 | | / | | i .
Let VT and VR be two compact subsets of M^ with empty intersection. Suppose f is
er-concentrated to VT in the Li norm and f is CR-concentrated to VR in the L2 norm.
Then,

Proof.
I

=
JVR

<
<

a'{l-el)-'\VR\\\f\\lo
-

eir\VRm\f\\l
JvVT

<

a\l-el)-'\VR\P\l-eT)-'\VT

2
2

We get the last step using the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality. By rearranging the above
inequality we get the required result.
•
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T h e theorem has a very simple physical interpretation for c o m m u n i c a t i o n between
finite volumes. Firstly, by requiring | | / | | 2 = a | | / | | 2 . w e ensure that the energy of the
received signal is proportional to that of the transmitting signal. S o a determines the
attenuation in the signal and we expect it to be greater than 1. Secondly, | | / | | o o < / 3 | | / | | i
can be thought of as a stability condition (i.e. b o u n d e d input gives b o u n d e d output).
Also, if the transmitting volume is finite, then / must be perfectly concentrated in
VT and so e^ = 0. T h e theorem then implies

That is, the m a x i m u m fraction of energy that can be inside the receiving volume is
bounded f r o m above. N o t e that this bound increases if the transmitting and receiving
volumes get bigger. This statement is valid for arbitrary channels provided the two
conditions in the above theorem are satisfied.

5.4

Chapter Conclusion

In this chapter I reviewed the classical U P and examined its formulation in operator
theoretic terminology. I then reviewed the time-bandwidth problem studied by Slepian,
Landau and Pollak in a series of papers [27,30,58]. I generalised their results to arbitrary operators on Hilbert spaces and gave a physical interpretation of the resulting
generalised Uncertainty Principle for S W C s . I also developed a second generalised UP.
T h e main contributions of this chapter are:
1. Review of the classical and time-bandwidth UP.
2. Two new generalised UPs in T h e o r e m s 5.7 and 5.9
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Chapter 6
Conclusion
In this chapter, I present the conclusions drawn from my study of SWCs. In each chapter, a summary of the work and the contributions made was presented. Here a summary
of the thesis is followed by possible future research directions.

6.1

Thesis Summary

1. In chapter 2 I give a novel definition for SWCs that has sufficient structure to
model the different physical constraints imposed on MIMO systems. According
to definition 2.1 an SWC is a triple (X^, YR, T). Here, XT models the space of all
the transmitter current densities and YR models the space of electromagnetic fields
at the receiver and F : Xj- ^ V/? is a bounded linear operator that determines
the electromagnetic field in the receiving volume given the current density in the
transmitter volume. The spaces XT and YR are normed spaces and the norms on
these spaces can be physically interpreted as energy or power. I also establish
several properties of SWCs for finite power and finite energy channels.
2. In chapter 3 I prove that for a compact operator P on some normed space, for any
given number e > 0 there is a unique number Ndof{e) which is the number of
degrees of freedom of the operator F at level e. Physically we can interpret this
number as the maximum number of linearly independent functions a receiver that
has noise level proportional to e can measure. I prove that one can use this definition for degrees of freedom to define generalised singular values which are generalisations of the commonly accepted singular values defined for Hilbert space
operators. These generalised singular values can be used to numerically compute the degrees of freedom of SWCs. In this chapter, I also distinguish between
the terms "degrees of freedom" and "essential dimension" though they have been
used interchangeably in the literature. In the situation where the singular values
of an operator change rapidly from being large to small, the position of the "knee"
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in the singular values is unique for a given channel. In such channels, the number
of degrees of freedom at level e depends very little on the actual value of e. I
define the essential dimension of an operator as the smallest number of singular
values after which the difference between two consecutive singular values is at a
maximum.
3. In chapter 4 I showed that it is possible to use perturbation theory to calculate
the essential dimension of the scalar waveform channel studied by Miller [26]. In
most situations, it is not possible to use such techniques to analytically compute
the singular values. I therefore developed numerical techniques to compute generalised singular values of compact operators defined on a normed space that has
a complete Schauder basis similar to Galerkin's method. I proved theorem 4.1
that shows that the singular values of finite dimensional approximations of an operator approach those of the original operator if the domain of the operator has a
complete Schauder basis. I used this numerical technique to compute the singular
values, degrees of freedom and essential dimension of several SWCs.
4. In chapter 5 I reviewed the classical Uncertainty Principle (UP) and examined its
formulation in operator theoretic terminology. I then reviewed the time-bandwidth
problem studied by Slepian, Landau and Pollak in a series of papers [27,30,58]. I
generalised their results to arbitrary operators on Hilbert spaces and gave a physical interpretation of the resulting generalised UP for SWCs. I also developed a
second generalised UP.

6.2

Future Directions

In this thesis I mainly concentrated on deterministic channels. However, several practical communication systems are random in nature and are also time varying. It would
therefore be useful to extend the definition of SWCs to include random operators that
depend on the positions of arbitrarily placed scatterers. Similarly, the definitons of essential dimension and degrees of freedom could be generalised to random variables
instead of the deterministic ones studied in this thesis.
A second important extension would be to assume arbitrary time dependence instead
of exponential time-dependance for the finite energy case. If this is done then one can
study the number of linearly independent signals available in a MIMO system that can
radiate any waveform.
Finally, properties of generalised singular values would need to be studied to develop
more numerical techniques to calculate them. For instance, if ^ is an n x m matrix,
then the singular values of A can be calculated from the stationary points of
If
generalised singular values satisfy a similar condition, then this condition could be used
to compute the generalised singular values.
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Appendix A
Proofs Used In Theorems
A.l

Upper Bound on || A|| used in section 4.1

The original Green's function is:
=

(A.l)
|x - y + earol

Because G{x, y) is only a function of A — x — y, we can rewrite it as

=

(A.2)

lA + roCsl

Now let

/ ( A ) = ^ A ? + A2 + (A3 + r o ) '

(A.3)

In the following I will calculate all the partial derivatives of up to order 3 and for ease
of notation I will use / instead of / ( A ) . I show brief working for the calculation of
derivatives w.r.t A i and then we can use symmetry to calculate derivatives w.r.t A2 and
substitution/symmetry to calculate derivatives w.r.t A3.
df
dAi

Ai

df

A2

dA2

/

df
aAs

/
(A3 + ro)

/
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dAl
dAj
dAj
d'f
a A 2 C > A i

I
1

1

1

7

p

1

1

-

p.
p.

M

-

( A 3

1 -

/

l

rof
P
+

A ,

dA2 { f
J aA2
P
/•Ml

_

A i - ^
9A2

- A 1 A 2

d^f
dA^dAi
dAsdA2
dAl

P

- A i ( A 3

+

ro)

- A 2

+

rp)

P

( A 3

P

f l
S A i l /

/ 3

- 1

J

•3
9 /

r ) AT
i1 M

P

P
3 A i

dff
dAl
SPf
dAl

aAi

P

[ A ?

3 A 2

[ A i

P

L / ^

3 ( A 3

+

P

ro)

( A 3

+

P

r p f
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-

1

dA2dAi

d (I
dA2 1 /
A

Aj
P
[ JfSdAj
dA2

P

\2dp-

^laA2

P
3A1

P
d^f
dAldAi
d'f
OAsdAf
d'f
dApAi

P
-

P

1

P

.

3Al

(A3 + ro)

P

[P

-

1

3 (As + ro)'

dPf
dA:idAl
SPf
dAldA2
d^f
dA:idA2dAi

-

P

P
(A3 + ro)

3Ai

P

L P

1

-1

rpf
P
P
d (-A2A1
dA-s i P
3 (A3 +

-

1

dA3
P
3 A 1 A 2 (A3 + rp)

P
\ia eV

— W, using Taylor's theorem we can write

(A.4)
n=0

and the remainder Rn{(i)

RN{a)<

sup

satisfies

^{a-Wff{a).

(A.5)

aev-w jv!
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To calculate a bound on this remainder, define
=

sup

|xj|, i = 1,2,3

x&V-W

b

—

max

bi

I

=

inf

fix)

u

=

sup

To + X3 =

i

xev-w

Now, if X eV

ro +

bs <

ro +

b.

- W then we have the following inequalities if we a s s u m e b < I (Note

that in these inequalities, i = 1 , 2 or 3):
Xi

m
X3 +

To

fix)

<

b

<

u

<

r o - b

-

I

-

J

+

2b

I
2b

^

' " - J

362
<
<

P

3(X3 + ro)2

-

1

P

<
<
<

2

P

3u2

P

-

1

+
24

- 1

I

N o w if we further assume that b/l is much smaller than 1, for e x a m p l e if
b/l

<

2 - ^ 3
2x/3

(A.6)
'

then we can get tighter bounds for the last two inequalities:
< 1

P
3(x3 + ro)2

P

- 1

<3
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Assuming (A.6) we prove the bounds for each term in the remainder i?3(A).
A? • 3 a i

P

A=a

<
<

P

P

P

A=a

A3 • 3(a3 + ro) (Q3 +

P

A=a

~

P

I

P

^

3A?A2 • 02

P

A=a

<
<

roY

- 1
[ P

P

364

SA^Ai
d A l d A i

A=a

-

P

3A^A3 • {as + ro)

P

A=Q

<

36^
P

[ P

u
I

36^

u

- p

i

SA^Aa
A=a

^

3AiAi •

c ^ f

SA^Ai

3(Q3 + ro)^

P

A=Q

<

P

^ . 3
P

d ' f
^ d A l d A 2

6A3A2A.

P

6A3A2A1 • 3(03 + ro)Q2ai

.
d A ^ d A ^ d A i

•3

<
A=a

P

A=a
^

186^

u

I'

I
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1

Therefore,
36^
I^3(A)|

<

36-^ u

186^

I

_

b

^b

^u

66,21

2 • /2
h b^
^

b

b

(A.7)

b'

(A.8)

Here, ci is constant which, assuming the validity of equation (A.6) is 5.58. If a different
condition is imposed on b/l then we will get a different value for ci. Now we will
calculate the error in the approximate Green's function Gt{x,
y):
exp{ikfT^{x

GT{x,y)

=

-

Here, fr^ is the
/t,(A)

-

y)}

(A.9)

y)

order Taylor series expansion of / . From Taylor's theorem, we have
f { A ) - R , { A )

=

For ease of notation, I will use h^y and
^-ikfT(z-x)^ikfriy-z)

(A.IO)

instead of f { x - y ) and Rs{x-y)

_

respectively.

_

— ^ik[hyz-hzx]

+

(A. 11)

Re

(A. 12)

Here, we get equation (A. 11) from the Taylor's theorem for exponential function, a G C
satisfies | a | <
—
and Rg is the remainder term and is a function of x, y and
z. From equations (A. 12) and (A.8) we get
l^el

=

,ik[hyz—hzx]

(A. 13)
Here, A = 27r/A: is the wavelength under consideration.
Similarly we can calculate the error term in the denominator. Let
1
5(A)

=

(A.14)

/(A)-
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Then the first order derivatives of (/ = g{A) are
dg

- A i

d A i

P

-A2
9A2

P

dg

(A3 + ro)

-

O A ,

P

From Taylor's theorem, we can write
5(A) = -

+

ro

and the remainder R^a is bounded.
remainder.
A

dg

Shown below are bounds for each term in the

-ai

Ai-

P

A=a

62
<
P

62

<
A=Q
A . . ' '
OA-,

P

A2-

=

A=a

-a-i
P

b

u

Therefore,
62

62

6

u

I-R^aI
b

1+

46

(A.15)
Here, C2 is a constant and if 6 < / then 1 < C2 < 5.
Now let Rdyz = Rd(y-z)
and Rdzx = Rd{z-x)Then we have
1

1

Rdzx
+

h i y

-

z ) f T { z -

x)

hyzhzx
+

h

Rd

hyzhzx
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Rdyz
r -;
K

p
f-

p
ndyz-tidzx

The remainder R^, which is a function of x, y and z is bounded:
Rd.

Rd,'yz
+
+ \RdyzRd z
i-yz
1+
C26
2c2b
<
21
Cjh
P
Here, C3 is a constant and 2c2 < C3 < 1 + c^b/l.
\G*{z,x)G{y,z)
R.

-

yz

(A. 17)
Therefore, we have

GUz,x)GT{y,z)\

,3

6
1
C36
< e'^XT^^i . 27r-—ci • - +
_6

(A.16)

6 62

csb ^bbl

60 0
6
^
^
e-xijc^ . 2 7 r - - c i + C3 + Cge'^T^^^ •

b b^
^ttjj^CI

(A. 18)

Therefore we have
\kA{x,y)\

<

[
Jw

\G*iz,x)G{z,x)-GUz,x)GT{z,x)\dz
66
^6 62
. 2 7 r - - c i + C3 + Cge'^^T^^' •

<

bb'^

[ dz
Jw

bfi{W)

Here i-i{W) is the Lebesgue measure of the volume W.

A.2

Bound on the Energy Stored in the Electromagnetic
Field

In the finite energy case, we assume that the source current has exponential time dependance and is zero outside some time interval [0, ^o] C R'^. Let
Ut) =

1
0

0<t<to
Otherwise

Let T be some compact subset of M^ and let J G C^iT, C^) be such that 5R{
is the source current. Here, lu is the angular frequency of oscillation of the source current. Then the magnetic field is the real part of [44, pp. 247]
^g-jfclr-r'l
QMo
j Q-jk\r-r'\
f
|r-r'|\
H(r,io) =
J ( r ' ) X Rdr.
60
47r
r — r./|2
V
c
J
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Here, c is the speed of light, k — ^ is the wave number and R is a unit vector in the
direction of r - r'. Because c < oo and
= 0 for i < 0, the magnetic field H is
zero outside the set (T + 5foc,R3(0)) which has finite measure . Also if there exists an e
such that
inf|r-r'|>e
r'eT

(A. 19)

then there exists a constant c(e) < oo such that
g-jfc|r-r'|
|r-r'|2

^g-jfc|r-r'|
+
n - < c.

Therefore, a simple application of the H51der's inequality proves that there is a constant
ci(e) such that

Now, if Q is some closed surface the interior of which contains T, then because T is
compact, there exists an e > 0 such that for all r ' G T and r € ^ext^
|r - r'l > e.
Therefore for all r G Qext,
| H ( r , i o ) | <ci(e)||J|U2(^,c3).
Also, because H is zero outside a set of finite measure,

I

Qe.t

Here ci(e), c^ie) < ooVe > 0. Therefore, the energy stored in the magnetic field is less
than a bound proportional to ||J||£2(rc3)- Because in free space, with exponential time
dependence, the electric field is proportional to the magnetic field, we have a similar
condition for the energy stored in the electric field. Therefore, there exists some constant
b = b{e) < oo such that for all J G
C^)
[Eradimto)

<

h{e)\\m2^r,c^y

Here Erad is as defined in equation (2.6) and 6 is a constant that only depends on T and
Q and not on J .
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